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Welton claims Patrolman beat and threatened him
I

Trial of SSU Bursar postponed

by Brian .J. Overman
Uc Editor-in-Chief

The trial ofSSU Bursar John D.
Welton, originally scheduled for
January 10, was postponed until
February 28, 1994 after Welton gave
testimony in a pre-trial hearing that
he had been beaten and thieatened
by his arresting officers.
Welton was arrested on August
17 of last year after an undercover
officer posing as a student made a
cash payment through the bursar's
office at SSU, which was later found

to be in his personal possession.
that Trooper Baron threatened
During a ··pre-trial conference
Welton's life by saying, "Accidents ·
held January 6, 1993, Welton testihappen, you could be shot."
fied that Ohio Highway State PaWelton testified that Baron and
trolman Richard Baron violated his a second office~. Patrol Sgt. Howard
civil rights by not allowing him to Hudson, did not place him under
speak to his attorney, Eddie arrest but rather instructed him to
Edwards. Welton also alleged that call hjs wife. Welton said that Baron
Trooper Baron slammed him against struck a blow to Welton• s head when
a wall and pointed a gun at his chin he asked that his attorney be called
when he attempted to call his attor- . and he was later pulled from his
ney. Welton contends that a gun chair and beaten.
was pointed at hi mat least twice and
. Baron has repeatedly stated that

Welton'saccusationsare inaccurate
and that the events did not occur.
. According to a report from The
Daily Times, former SSU student Jo
Kinison Yelley, testified that she
had seen Welton get thrown against
a wall and have a gun placed against
his chin. Yelley said she left immediately after seeing the gun.
Russell Kegly, who became
Welton 's attorney after Welton
failed to make an appeara!lce in court
Continued on page 14

Suspended SSU Bursar,
John D. Welton

Budget shortfall figures reprojected to $200,000

Student activities may receive further cuts
by Bill Holmes

UC Manai!ini! Editor
According to Dr. David
Creamtr, Vice-President of Business Affairs, SSU' sbudget shortfall
willbeapproximately$200,000. The
Vice-President of Business Affairs
told The Chronicle, "We are currently estimating the budget deficit
to be between $0 and $400,000 with
my best estimate being $200,000."
Creamer stated that the University -is making the ~propriate
changes in the budget. He stated,
"Theamountsdepartmentsareasked
to cut will be adjusted downward to

provideforabout200,00. There also
will be about $100,000 iri central
funds set aside which in total will
create a $300,000 reserve for addressing-a possible general fund
shortfall. I am meeting with the
Senate ' s finance committee today
and should have more specific information following that meeting."
This is the budget shonfall's
second recalculation since the first
ann~uncement by Creamer at the
October 15 Board ofTrustees meeting. He initially s·tated the University would be down S 1.1 million

according to his projections.
However, on October 26, at a
University Senate Executive and
Fiscal Affairs Committee meeting,
he reprojected the figures to be
$752 ,500, which was $347,500
lower. Creamer told the University
Senate, "Because I was working with
data in a highly aggregated form, I
miscalculated some of the enrollment shifts that were occurring at
the same time as the enrollments."
He added, "This problem can occur
whenever preliminary calculations
must be made. Obviously there a re a

Russian professor arrives at SSU---

by Martin Poston

uc

Entertainment Editor
A reception was held last Thursday at the SSU International House.
welcoming Russian professor Elvina
Nicolayevna Kalinina to Shawnee
State University. The professor from
Nizhny Novgorod State University
arriv~ safely in the U.S. during
SSU ' s winter break. Nicolayevna
will be teaching two courses this
quarter, one in Russian language,
the other in Russian literature.
Nicolayevnawasunabletoleave
her country with the three Russian
exchangestudentswhomSSUhosted
. h F 11 Q
be
h
mt e a
uarter causes e was
unable to acquire her J-1 visa. The
University was not authorized to issue the necessary forms for a J-1
visa and needed special authority
from the government to issue those
forms. The University originally
issued a B-1 (business) visa only to
find out that, when the instructor
went to pick up her visa, her petition
was denied.

At NNSU, Nicolayevna teaches and a designer and architect
English; however,duetotheincreas"I hope that I will have the pleaing number of exchange programs sure to work here and to know as
with universities in other countries, much as possible about the organi'!;healsohashadexperienceteaching i.ation of the educational process
exchange students from the United here at the University, because our
States Canada and Morocco. She educational systems differ," said
helped these s~udents not only to !'licolayev~a. "I'm very inter~sted
improve their spoken language skills m the Engh sh classes [for Enghs~ as
but also to learn to listen to lectures a s~ nd language}, and t~chmg
in the Russian language.
foreign students the Engl_ish IanNicolayevna graduated from the guage, because I suppose it would
NizhnvNovgorodTeacher'sTrain- be helpf~l to ~e to see how the
ing ln~titute of Foreign Languages, odprogram isodr~ruzed a nd what meth.
' sareuse.
and took post-graduate courses at
Wh'l h • ta •
t SSU
S. P
b
U .
.
Sh
I e s e is s vmg a
,
t. eters urg mvers1ty. . e was Nicolayevna would like to meet as
awardedtheDegreeofCand1dateof manypeopleasshecan andtoseeas
Science and then became Associate much as she can. She has seen some
Professor and is now a professor of of Portsmouth and likes it 60 far.
lingu!stics at ~S~.
.
"Althoughit' s~mall," she says, "It's
. N~colayev~a s mterests mclude very nice. It doesn't look like a
pamtmg, music, theater, and study- Russian small town, because of the
ingthehistory, literature and culture architecture here. [There are] some
of her country. She likes to spend very beautiful houses. My daughter
her spare ti me with her friends. She is an architect.and I wish she saw the
lives with her daughter, who is 27 houses, too."

lot of assumptions and the figures
could move either way."
• Creamer explained that the current change in figures has been
brought on by several factors. He
stated that charting the shortfall is .
difficult due to the number of variables involved. He stated, "Actually, we have had shifts in both the
subsidy and the tuition revenue. We
are expecting to receive the space
funding for the PE link. This was not
originally considered, due to uncertainty about being able to take beneficial occupancy by December 31,

which is the OBR [Ohio Board of
Regents J requirement for receiving
space funding on the facility."
Creamer added, "We also con~
vinced the OBR .both to reclassi(v
the Massie Hall space to higher funding classifications following the recent renovations and elevate our
roads and grounds funding following a request by Dr. [David} Gleason [University Planner] and I made
to the OBR in late November that
argued our funding has not maintained pace with the amount of conContinued on page 14

Baunlou .weather kept SSU classes closed Wednesday
January 5, but some students attended the University just for
th~mow.

The University Chronicle

New four-year OT degree at SSU

by Brian J. Overman

UC Edjtor-in-Chjef
Shawnee State University's
four-year baccalaureate ·degree
programs have expanded again
with the Ohio Board of Reagents
approvaLof a four-year degree in
Occupational Therapy.
The new Occupational Therapy
degree is currentfy available at only
three public and two private universities in Ohio.
This newest addition to SSU's
health sciences department "grew
out of needs identified by our students, alumni and area employers,
as\vell as data supporting the need
for occupational therapists in the
nation as a whole, and in our region., particularly," said Susan
Warsaw, Director of Development
and Community Relations, in a
December press release.

The program has not been es- cause ofexisting demand from stutablished to replace the existing dents who have already completed
Occupational Therapy Assistant the pre-professional coursework,
associate• s degree. but to supple- Cathy Perry, Department Chair,
ment that program by allowing stu- and other-Occupational Therapy
dents who have graduated with the faeulty will setect students for the
associate 's to continue their edu- junior class during the next few
cation in·the field of occupational months."
June 1996 will yield the first
therapy. The associate's degree is
graduates
from the new four-year
not necessary to enter the new bacOccupational
Therapy Degree.
calaureate program. Entering
Other
new
baccalaureate deFreshmen have the 0!5portunity of
grees recently passed by the Board
going directly into the four-year
of Trustees include a Bachelor of
program.
Arts degree with a major in HisThe first two years of
tory and Bachelors of Science decoursework in the program are con- grees with majors in Biology, Math,
sidered pre-professional prepara- Physical Education or Sports Studtion. The second two years of the
new four-year program will be very ies. These degrees are currently beselective, with only fifteen student ing considered by the Ohio Board
positions available for internships. of Regents and decisions are exAccording to the release, "Be- pected early this year.

Overman Ec;litor of University Chronicle

Commentary; Meetine the needs of a. erowin1: University
by Brian J. Overman

-

·damaged in the past." I believe that
UC Editor-in-Chief
After being selected tobeamong Bill has helped greatly in accomonly three Shawnee students who plishing that task. Bill stated his
will be attending Nizhny Novgorod goal as " ... to enhance our reporting
State University in Russia, Bill styJes and show the SSU CommuHolmes has opted to resign from the nity that The Chronicle, while often
position of Editor-in Chief of The rough around the edges, i~ someUniversity Chronicle.
thing to be proud of at this UniverBill has asked that I succeed him ..sity ."
as Editor and the editorial staff has
I believe that Bill has also helped
ratified that nomination. Therefore, greatlyinapproachingthatgoal. Bill
we will honor his decision· that I attempted to make these changes at
should be the next Editor-in-Chief great personal sacrifice to himself.
of The University Chronicle until a In order for these changes to be
full election is held during Spring permanently implemented, not only
Quarter.
is a strong and dedicated leadernecWhen Bill becameEditorduring essary, but a strong and dedicated
Summer 1993, he sat in this same staff.
position of addressing the UniverMy goal will be to create organisity Community regarding his plans zational changes that will strengthen
for The Chronicle. Bill said, "I hope the organization from within, while
to reestablish the credibility and pro- distributing responsibilities and adfessionat reputation that has been ministrative power throughout the

News
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staff. We will use our experienced
staff members to act as teachers to
assist incoming students in becoming concerned, responsible and in~
formedstudentjournalists. Inaddition to on-staff training, The
University Chronicle is developing a new ethics policy for all student journalist, and a Student
Journalist's Handbook, which will
provide reference information and
articles helpful to staff members of
a student-run newspaper. This will
insure the future of the newspaper
as an effective means of communications within the University.
My secondary goal is to make
the University Community, as well
as the community of Portsmouth,
aware of the progress that The Universi~v Chronicle has already made
in its commitment to unbiased news
Continued on ,,age 6

Department of Counselor Education and Human Services
·
·
University of Dayton
and
Shawnee State University
Department of Educational Needs Services
announces a special seminar

EDC 602 Couns,eling Seminar: "Bridging. the Gender Gap"
at Shawnee State University Micklewaithe Lounge
Saturday, February 12, 1994
. 8:30 am - 3:00 pm

Participants may choose to register for l graduate credit hour for attendance of the seminar or 2 to 6
graduate quarter hours with independant study work. These graduate credits may be applied toward
certification renewal.

Special Rate: $50.00 per graduate credit hour
Contact Adora Campis, (614)355-2370

Parking on Second Street

by Philip J. Thieken

uc Chief of Business Affairs

With the completion of construction of 3rd Street and·the
Grant Bridge/3rd St. Bypass,
parking is prohibited along Second Street frorn Sinton Street to
the dead end between the Natatorium and the Personnel building. Since the closing of Second St. many parking tickets
have been issued to automobiles
parked in front of the Library.
Currently the fine for illegally
parking along Second St. is $10.
If motorists continue to ignore
this no parking area and have

received 3 or more tickets, or
they park in a Fire .Lane (The
lanes along both side of ccond St. are now oon id reel Fir
Lanes.), vehicles will be towed.
at the owners expense.
Forthosewhoreg larl •park
in the park 'o lot be-side the
Personnel B ifding., 11 new a cess to that lot has b en made
from the Grant Bridge/3rd St.
bypass. No one is to gain access
to this lot by way of cc-0ud St ..
because the closed section o
Second SL is now Qpen to p - destrian traffic only.

L--------------------------

Fall President's List

Dr. Clive C. Veri, President of Howard, Angela Hughes, Shawna
Shawnee State University, has an- Imprasert, Deborah Jezowski, Sunounced the President's List for Fall sanJohnson, Dawn Kishbaugh.Larry
Quarter. To be named to the list, Kishbaugh, Taft Maynard, Maranda
students must have been full-time McGowan, Travis Merry, Cqnnie
and achieved a grade point average Osborne, Anne Rau, Jozette Riffe,
of4.0.
Barry Rose, Donna Rose, Patrick
-Students named are:
Scherer, Marcia Shedroff, Patricia
OHIO
Skaggs, Robert Skaggs, Harry Smith,
Aberdeen-Allison Zerbe
Elizabeth Spencer, Jeremy Ward,
Bainbridge- Angela Crabtree
Elizabeth Welch, Richard Yager,
Chesapeake~Rebecca Jones
Brett Young, and Thom-Austin
Chillicothe-Patricia Schaeffer
Young
Coal Grove-Susan-Matney
· Proctorville-Judie AdkinsFrankJin Furnace-Kristina Bond, Lundy, Pamela Turley
Wendv Blevins
Sciotovil le-Christopher Burke,
Georgetown-Vicki Griffin
LyM Gampp, Anne Hackman, Sinda
-Ironton-Debra Ant
Miller, Jennifer Pauley, and Steve
Jackson-Marsha Baisden, Keith Sparks
Mullins
.
Seaman-Maria Wright
Lucasville-Suzanne Douglas,
South Point-Melony Ho\_:Vard
Wanda Howard, John Kantz, Lori
Vinton-Timothy Castle
Marin, Michael Riggs, Btenda
Waverly-Paul Bapst, Sandra
Strickland, and Nicole Wells
Colegrove, Richard Crabtree,
Manchester-Sherrie Smith
Deborah EI Iiot, and Katherine Logan
McDermott-Patricia Ewing,
West Portsmouth-D.C. Baily,
Cathy Martin, and Alice Taylor
Jennifer Marcum, and Heidi ShoeMinford-Randy Montgomery, maker
Karla Sparks
West Union-Timothy Daniel,
New Boston-Delores Askew, Felicia Hoop
Sherrie Bolden, and Kathleen Ison
Whee I ers burg-Leanne
Oak Hill-Lillie Snyder
Campbell, Vicki Caudill, Delores
Peebles-Joseph Adray
Knore, Lee Pate, ThomasRedecker,
Piketon-Marie Jones,. Brenda and Kelly Skaggs
Williams
Portsmouth-Melinda Akins,
KENTUCKY
Donald Andre, Amy Arnett, Shane
Maloneton-Carolyn Chaffin,
Bechte~ AMe Cantrell, 8illy Carver,
Rhonda Nickel
William Cassidy, Milisa Cooper,
South Portsmouth-William
Karen Daily, Darlene Daub, Joni
DQwny, Mark Downy, Dawn Roseberry
South Shore-Jennifer Smith,
Forman, Kelly Grooms, Sandra
Tamara
VanBibbler
Guerard, Harry Gulley, Cherry
Vanceburg-Collette
Church
Hawkins, Cinda Hayes, Melanie
Wurtland-Cathy Riggs
Hickman, Linda Hill-Edwards, Scott
Ohio Department of Development
Governor's Office of Appalachia
will present a seminar·oo

Expanding the markets for Applachian Artists and
Craftmakers
·January 2S, 1994 at The Ramada Ton, Portsmouth

all

Ticket are $ I S. 00 for the day seminar
(614). 6"-92%1

~-•.a
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Board approves six new degrees ---.; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;____________; ; ;.; _; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;____________;;;;;.;;_____; ; ;.;

University attempts to move toward NCA requirements

by Bill Holmes

uc

'

vent them from only watching at
MaoHiog Editor
Dennis Travis, the Dean of the rently employed in regional indus- technological world." .
The Center for Teacher Educa- the sidelines.
The SSU Board ofTrustees con- Arts and Sciences, stated, "The U.S. tries who would matriculate into this
The Sports Studies degree will
vened their last meeting fort he year DepartmentofLabor'sOccupational degree program. Also, regional em- lion is implementing the two de1993 on December IO. The Board Outlook Handbook predicts that ployers need additional chemistry- grees of Physical Education and train students in multiple- disciapproved six new degrees including demand in the career areas pursued degree credentialed workers beyond Sports Studies. Jessica Jahnke, Dean pline areas such as coaching, athBachelors of Science in Biology, by majors in biology, chemistry, his- those in the workforce. So, employ- of Teacher Education, stated, "In letic training (leading to national
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physical tory and mathematics, will grow ment opportunities are good for high . keeping with the status of a univer- certification), and sports manageEducation,and Sports Studies. Board more quickly than the average for all school seniors who consider a chem- sity, SSU is developing new degree ment. The University stated,
of Trustees Chair Thomas Winters occupations through the year 2000. istry degree career path."
programs across the various colleges. " ... Physical Education programs
Arts and Humanities offered its In the Center for Teacher Education, are equally important, particularly
commended the Uni~rsity C:ommu- He added, "Manyofour current stunity for their work in developing dents, maybe 300 ofthem, will trans- four-year degree proposai in His- we have developed two programs for their attractiveness to student
these programs and others that may fer into these programs, rather than tory to the University's newcurricu- which will be implemented in Fall, athletes, so many of whom have
come on line in the near future.
transferring to other universities, lum. Professor John Kelley, Associ- 1994. TheseprogramsincludePl)ysi- the dream of making their love of
The next step is the approval of anticipating career employment af- ate Professor of History, who was cal Education and Sports Studies sports part of their career goals."
the programs by the Ohio Board of ·ter graduation or graduate school." instrumental in putting together the majors and a Reading Endorsement." The new James A. Rhodes Sports
Jahnke statedaboutthe Physical Center will be completed to be
Regents. Each ofthe programs must SSU Provost A.L. Addington urges program, stated to The Ch~nicle
be also accredited by their individual all students to look at these new earlier thatthe new degree ptogram Education major, "Shawnee State's used by the new students.
TheCenterforTeacher's Studaccreditation institutions.
programs to see if they appeal to the would not lead to any immediate new major is unique because our
SSU President Dr. Clive Veri currentstudentpopulation.
staff increases. However, Kelley graduates will be dually certified. ies will offer also a Reading Enstressed the importance of the deTravis believes that the creation hoped that an additional historian They will be certified birth through dorsement Program for reading cergree programs to the University. He of the new programs will encourage would be added with the $700,000 adult (formally K-12) physical edu- tification in Elementary Education.
stated, "Our developing new pro- other students that would have not in supplemental funding issued by cation teachers and al!iO certified in This cer:tification qualifies the regrams is, in part, responsive to the attended SSUtoenroll. Travis stated, - the State of Ohio to hire faculty and adapted physical education. Thelat- cipient to specialize in reading.
ter certification is typically earned ·
recommendation of the North Cen- " ... there are many students in the create new degree program.
Jahnke stated, "These are exHistory majors, according to the later."
tral Association visiting tea_m that region who will want to enroll at
citing opportunities for current and
The Adaptive Phy~cal Educa- future students at SSU. And this
evaluated SSU iri March, 1993. That Shawnee State, rather than else- degree proposal, have many opporteam suggested we needed to de- where,nowthatwehavethesema- tunitiestocontinueineducationand tion component will concern the just the beginning. In cooperation
velop more four-year degrees to jors available. We have excellent employment possibilities. Thy cite inclusion of physically handi- with our colleagues in the Arts and
implement ourtransition from com- full-time faculty teaching for these that a Baccalaureate degree in his- capped students in physical educa- Sciences we will be developing
new programs at Shawnee State; we tory can be used as a basis to enter tion classes. These classes will
munity college to university." ·
four-year programs in Early ChildHe added. "As president ofShaw- don 't use graduate students to teach law school, graduate school. or teach- teach the instructor how to incorhood Education and Adolescent
nee State. I thank the faculty mem- like many research universities."
ing. According to the 1992-1993 porate these groups of students into
bers, chairpersons and deans who
. Addington stated that the new Occupational Handbook, " ... em- the traditional_gvm settin_gand ore- Education.
put forth special efforts to develop programs will move the University
these and several other degree pro- towards offering a comprehensive
grams that are in various stages of higher education. He feels that the
design. I looked forward to receiv- newsciencedegreeswillofferaspeing the recommendation of the Uni- cial opportunity for students. He
versity Senate and its Academic stated, "Our science programs have
Affairs Committee as reviews of the extra appeal of being taught in
· college plans are brought forth in the brand new laboratories that have
comingmonths."
been built in Massie." He added,
According to the NCA, ·'For the "Our students will study in an up-.loUniversity to achieve its academic date environment with state-of-thegoa Is and desired enrollment levels, art equipment."
thedevelopmentofnewprogramsis • Travisstated, "TheB.S. inBiology major will give students the opa necessity."
The University Senate was the portunity to tailor their program
first University·body to pass the six through a selection of courses in the
.-degrees on Tuesday, November 30, fields of botany, zoology, ecology,
I993. However, they were not passed for diverse entry level jobs, and adwithout debate. Th~ Chemistry and vanced degree programs in biologiBiology degrees were passed on the cal and medical sciences. The 1992condition that they meet the neces- 1993 edition of the Bureau ofLabor
sary accreditation requirements Statistics Occupational Outlook
placed on them by their individual states that ' employment ofbiologiaccreditation institutions. Some de- cal scientists is expected to increase
bate ensued concerning whether the faster than the average for all occuUniversity possessed or could feasi- pations through the year 2000. '
blyacquirethenecessaryequipment.
The B.S. degree with a major in
facilities, faculty, and/or academic chemistry is a career-orientated promaterial and journals to support gram to meet the specific requiremany of these new programs. Dr. ments of regional laboratories and
Jeff Bauer, former President of the professional positions throughout the
SEA and Chair of the Sciences, nation as well as allowing entrance
stated, "If we are going to commit to . into graduate school. While it is aca new degree program, we must put creditation by the American Chemipriority on hiring a faculty membe_r cal Society. A survey has shown that
to run it."
there are many people who are cur-

ssu profiesSor name d as Ch al. r

ploymentofsecondaryschoolteachers is expected to increase faster
(SSU) Marlene. Domo, Assisthan the average for all occupations
throughtheyear2005 ... " TheHand- tant Professor of Teacher Educabook also notes there is an increas- tion at Shawnee State University
ing demand for social science teach- has recently been named Chairperers because of the importance pf son of the Mulri-Cultural Educasocial science subjects in secondary tion Study Group of the American
Colleges for Teacher Education.
schools.
The group has a-s its goals the
The university has established a
four-year degree in mathematics. promotion ofjustice and equity for
Travis stated, "In regard to the B. S. all students based on race, culture,
degree with a major in the Math- ethnicity and gender. To reach
ematical Sciences, a recent National these goals it studies the curricuResearch Council report notes the lum needs of multi-cultural socidemand for mathematical scientists ety as well as teacher behavior in
is on the increase by 29 percent by such a setting .
According to Domo, there is a
the end of the century. The Occupational Outlook Handbook indicates need to look at the gifts and talents
the number of"Math Scientists, Research Analysts." including operations and research analysts, statisticians, actuaries, statistical and
financial analysts, mathematicians
From the Associated Press
and math scientists, is expected to
Most Americans fear that rising
increase at an annual rate of 1.8 costs are putting a college education
percent between now and the year out of reach for many students, ac2,~ with the numberof"computer cording to survey results released
and Mathematical Occupations" in- Tuesday,
creasing at a rate of 3.8 percent anThree-fifths of those polled for
hually, creating the all-important the California Higher Education
"job market" for this program's Policy Center said qualified student!!
graduates. Students in the mathemat- are kept out of college because of
ics sciences programs will also be the cost. Ninety percent said cost
computer literate to enhance their shouldn't be a hindrance. ··
"Americans perceive highereducompetenceand_marketabilityinour

a

that are unique to all groups particularly in light of the fact that by
2020, the demographics of the
United States will have changed so
that the majority of people will be
brown rather than white.
"Our group is truly exciting,"
said Domo. We are on the cutting
edge of knowledge sharing as we
try to .discern if we are, in fact,
treating all students equitably or if
we need to change. Nowhere is
diversity more visible than in our
nation's schools, where the mix of
cultures, ethnicity_and languages
challenges teachers everyday."

Financial costs of _c ollege worry
many Americans ==============

cation in much the same way they
perceive Health care, : sa.id Patrick
Callahan, the center's executive
director. "What alarms Americans
is not a lack of quality. They fear
that escalating costs will prevent
those in need from participating in
the system. "
The College Board reported
last week that the cost of a college
education is outpacing inflation,
income gains and growth in financial aid.

The University Chronicle
The Uni,•ersity Cl,ro11icle
940 Second Street
Portsmouth; Ohio 45662
Phoae: (614) 355-2278
Voice Mail: (614) 355-2502
Fax: (614) 355-2416
The University Chronicle, Shawnee Slate University 's student-run
newspaper, is a vehicle of expression
for the University Community.
Opinions expressed in the newspaper are not necessarily those of the
adviser;-University personnel , or ttie
University.
Opinions and ideas expressed on
the opinion pages representtheviews
of the authors
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Universi!l7 Forum

SEA President: Strike "looms as real possibility"
Editor's Note: This letter original~y appeared as a letter to the
editor in the Portsmouth Dai(v
Times and The Scioto Voice in December 1993.
Since the faculty turned down
the last proposal by the federal mediator, there has been no communication between the Shawnee Educat ion Association and the
administration and Board of Trustees regarding negotiation of a new
contract. The reason why faculty
turned down the opportunity to vote
on a new contract is that very few of
the items in the proposal had been
tentatively agreed upon. The administrators and board have attempted
to circumvent collective bargaining
by adding in a few tidbits in the last
mediator's proposal. They had hoped
to entice a few more faculty to vote
for a settlement. The faculty has
directed the negotiation team back
to the table. But, the administration
and Board of Trustees are still talcing the position that negotiations are
over and faculty must submit to the

last and final offer.
It is difficult to understand why
theBoardofTrusteeswishedtotake
such a position. Some faculty believetheboardistakingthisposition
because of the budget shortfall experiencedatthe University last year.
But as the public is now aware, the
shortfall has almost been erased because of newly _discovered monies.
Perhaps, when all is known about
budget carryovers from last year,
SSU will have a ~urplus. A generous
Board then might be willing to negotiate and give everyone a bonus like
they did a couple years ago; wishful
thinking.
Another explanation as to why
the administration is not willing to
negotiate is that they felt the faculty
took advantage ofthe situation in the
la~ negotiation. In other words, they
received more than they deserved.
In this case, the association believes
the administration needs only to examine how S~U's faculty measures
up to those at other state institutions
of similar size.

Welcome back to our Winter
quarter and the start of a new year!
If your experience in keeping
NewYear'sresolutions1sl1kenunc,
forget them! I do, however, have a
New Year's wish for each of you as
you attend to the important task of
learning and being a successful student at our Shawnee State.
My "wish" is that you become
aggressive in helping us to make
SSU a student-oriented college! If
you have questions in or out of the
classroom, ask them. Meet faculty
during office hours. Pin down administrators to get answers to your
questions. Ask student leaders how
they serve your interests. Press your
representatives on the University
Senate about governance issues. Use
the many services we offer to help
you achieve an education. Insist on
high quality services from everyone

who receives paychecks from SSU.
The functional mission statements crafted recently by members
01 our Umversuy community and
approved by our Board of Trustees
says that SSU is dedicated to undergraduate education, our focus is on
excellence in teaching, we arecommitted to increasing the college-attendance rates of Appalachians, we
are dedicated to improving the retentionrateofenrolledstudents,and
we shall operate within our available financial limitations.
Become aggressive! Our Shawnee State cannot reach its mission
without your help in serving you in
ways that are reasonable and in ways
that you wish.
Good luck with your studies this
quarter.
Clive C. Veri
SSU President

Veri welcomes students

It is my view that the latter explanation is more the case than the
former, but 1cannot understand why
the administration and Board are
refusing to negotiate. Why has a
predominately Democratic board of
trustees taken such a position against
a process that most Democrats traditionally endorse? In fact, the executive committee of the board is made
up of a majority of politically active
Democrats, Le., Verna Riffe, Tom
Winters and William Shkurti. The
other member is Tom Reynolds, a
Republican. Tom Winters is an expage for Vernal Riffe and along with
Bill Shkurti were very active as staff
members and chair for the
Celebrezze campaign for governor.
It would seem to me thatthese people
would at least support the negotiation process. Other predominate
Democrats on the board include
Frank D. Hyland and JeffKaplan. It
is obvious where Mr. Winters stands
based on his three open letters to the
Times. But, what else might be going
on here? Does Mr. Winters stand to
gain notoriety if the state employ-

ment board and the Court of Appeals of Ohio rules in favor of"ultimate impasse"? I think so. But if this
does occur, collective bargaining in
Ohio, and possibly throughout the
country will undergo a dramatic
transformation. In my opinion, there
will no longer be collective bargaining.
It is in no one's interest to let this
situation remain stagnate while underneath there is a great deal of
stirring and seething. Already
gridlock is beginning to set in the
University. Ifthe Board and administration continue on this course, the
faculty will be forced to take various
job actions. In my view, I believe the
faculty has to show a great deal of
restraint by not going out on strike.
A strike action sometime during the
remainder of the school year looms
as a real possibility. Business as
usual cannot continue to be the order
of the day at Shawnee State. The
Association is ready to negotiate,
but our patience is wearing thin.
Edward C: Miner
SEA President

University Community
Announcements
Scholarshit> brochures and ap1Jlications are now available in the
Financial Aid Office, located in the
University Center.
Registration has been extended through Wednesday January 12, 1994 andscheduleadditions
will be accepted until Wednesday in
the Registrar's Office.
The Board of Trustees of
Shawnee State Unh•ersity elected
officers for the new year at their last
meeting of 1993, held Friday, December! 0. Thomas Winters will
serve as President, Pat Richards as
Vice-President, Dr. David Creamer
(Vice-President ofBusiness Affairs)
as Treasurer, and Pat Moore (Administrative Assistant to thei>resident) as acting Secretary.

l\b in t nan cc worker Jim
Dunham's retirement became cf~
fective December 31 , 1993. Th
UC thanks Jim for his many years o
service at SSU.
The Spring quarter gradu
tion 1>etition deadline is Janqary
28, 1994. Petitions are available in
the Registrar's Office.
Lois Rase is the new DEARS
Coordinator. Her office is klcared
in Admissions. Welcome Lois!
The SSU Board of nasl
ap1>lication deadline is January 2 ,
1994. J\ny student that is a \-oting
Ohio resident, in good academic
standing and planning to attend SSU
through June I 996 is eligible. Please
submit a typed resume to the UniversityCenter Admmi.strnlio.n offi

The University Chronicle Letter to the Editor Policy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The University Chronicle encourages its readers to respond to
the editor and express their views and
opinions of articles appearing in the newspaper.
Address letters to Letter to the Editor,
The University Chronicle, SSU, Massie
411, 940 Second Street, Portsmouth, Ohio
45662. Letters may also be personally
delivered to the newspaper office in
Massie 411 .
The best letters are brief. Writers should limit their correspondence to 150 words. The University Chronicle reserves the right to

edit letters for length.

The University Chronicle reserves the
right to not publish letters containing obscenities, profanity or libel. The University Chronicle reserves the right to limit
publication of letters from frequent writers. The University Chronicle also reserves
the right to not publish letters which ap-'
.
'
peared in other newspapers.
AU letters must be signed and contain addresses and telephone
numbers of the writer

to the Editor
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, The Philosophy and fact of the no-smoking area

With special euest John Stuart Mill====================;;;;;;;:.====;;;;;;;;

Many may notice (and ignore)
the signs around the University that
designate the bathrooms as no-smoking areas. In truth, all rooms and
offices of every Shawnee State University building are no-smoking areas. According to the policy on smoking at Shawnee State University,
Policy No. 5.08 Revised, "Smoking
and the use of smokeless tobacco
products shall be prohibited in all
buildings and other enclosed struc•.
tu res owned or leased by the University."
An equal number of students,
faculty and administrators may not
know the reasons (and ignore) why
these revisions in Policy Number
5. 08 were necessary. What Shawnee
State University and other buildings
owned and operated by the State of
Ohio are dealing with is the risk of
being sued. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) now classifiesEnvironmental Tobacco Smoke
(ET$), orwhat is commonly referred
to as second-hand smoke, as a class
A carcinogen. A"classA" isa known
human carcinogen. It is only common sense that ifa company, such as
Shawnee State University, knows
that there is a carcinogen being released into the air of its offices and
classrooms, they would be responsible for any damages caused by this
indoor air pollution. If a nonsmoking student were to be diagnosed
with adenocarcinoma or other types
of cancer, specifically lung cancer,
Shawnee State could be at fault for a

serious misdeed.
compelled to do or forebear because more severe attacks of asthma in
, The only reason thatthe EPA has it will be better for him to do so, children who already have the disnot passed regulation to outlaw because it will make him happier, ease, and it may increase the nuJllber
smoking in the workplace, is that because, in the opinion of others, to of cases of asthma among children
they are unable to. The EPA has no do so would be wise, or even right." who have not had previous epi. authority over indoor air pollution. I agree totally with Mr. Mill. So you sodes."
lha~ntre/fa111ard
But it is expected that the findings of may.now say that you have the right
the EPA will prompt the Occupa- to suck that known carcinogen into Health Letter (March 1992), Dr.
tional Safety and Hazard Associa- your lungs, knowing that it will kill Elizabeth Fontham of Louisiana
State University Medical
tion (OSHA) to make permaCenter found that "ever havnent bans on the release of
this carn;er-causingagent into
ing lived with a husband who
the air.
smoked raisesa nonsmoking
wo·man's
risk
of
The EPA is not the only
agency to classify ETS . as
adenocarcinoma by at least
50% (and her risk of-lung
harmful. In addition, the u·s
cancer in general by about
National Research Council,
30%) overwhat it would oththe Surgeon General of the
US Public Health Service and
erwise be."
the International Agency for
It is the responsibility of
Research on Cancer have also w==~===:::::==::::::.::;;..;;;;;;:::;;;.____..;!:;::.J each individual to protect his
released reports that conclude
or her family from the danthat. exposure to "second hand you. I also agree with that sentiment, gers associated with smoking. It is
smoke" results in hmg cancer. Ac- so long as you don't exhale. Mill timeforsmokerstohavethewillpower
cording to the US National Research also said, "the conduct from which it to stop killing themselves and their
Council and the US Surgeon is desired to deter him, must be cal- families. And for those who do not
Genera1' s report, exposure to envi- culated to produce evil to someone have the will power, it is time to seek
ronmental tobacco smoke increases else. The only part of the conduct of rehabilitation from this powerfully
lung cancer risk by about 30%, or any one, for which he is amenable to addictive and deadly substance.
3,000 cases per year in the United society, is that which concerns othMarijuana, which no studies have
States.
ers." In thiscase, lung cancer is that proventocausedamagetoeitherindiSmokers may insist upon ranting evil.
vi duals or the environment, has been
and raving about their rights, freeYou may say that you are free to illegal for many years. Tosaythatitis
doms and liberties, but it is time for do as you wish in your own home. I illegal because it intoxicates or may
them to think about their responsi~ disagree. In an article entitled "The cause healthcomplicationsforthe user
bilities rather than what they con- hazards of passive--and active-- is completely invalidated by the free
sider rights. In his essay, "On Lib- smoking" in The New Eng/andJour- sale of alcohol in the US. Cigarettes,
erty," John Stuart Mill said that ina nal of Medicine (June JO, 1993) on the other hand, are proven toconfree society, such as the US democ- Peter Boyle, Ph.D. said, "Passive tainaddictive,intoxicatingsubstances
racy, a citizen_"cannot rightfully be smoking causes more frequent and for the user AND be hannful to health

of the user and others.
With434,000deathsattributed to
tobacco use in the United States each
year, and at least 2000 of those belonging to innocent non-smokers, we
must create legislation that woqld ban
cigarette smoking on a national level
for the protection of the US citizens.
Not only do I advocate a 100%
ban of cigarettes and smokeless tobacco in the United States, but worldwide. Since 1950, lung cancer deaths
in Japanese males have increased by
ten times (eight times in women). In
Central and Eastern Europe smoking
causes more than 400,000 premature
deaths. It is time to realize that we are
advocating the death ofour people. It
is time for smokers to have the intelligence to know that they are killing
themselves and others by forcing us
to breathe the air filled with carcinogens from their cigarettes.
The great philosopher Mill also
said, "The only freedom which deserves the name, is that of pursuing
our own good in our own way, so
long as we do not attempt to deprive others of theirs, or impede
their efforts to obtain it. Each is the
proper guardian of his own health.
whether bodily, or mental or spiritual." I say, ifyouchoosetodic. :, •~
your right. But I also say that it is ,
your responsibility to choose poison that does not kill your wives,
your children and your co-existors
in society.
Brian J . Overman is /he UC
Edi/or-in-Chief

a

Con tac~ lenses ... u nIim ited possibilities----------------------------------

rve got a temporary disease called fake to be true. I wonder if the late
writer's block. I haven't found the Sammy Davis Jr. actually had a
fake eye, or if it was really just a
cure yet.
I think I'll discuss contact lenses. contact lens in there. I have a pair
I know a great percentage of SSU of clear as well as a blue pair of
students wear them, myself in- lenses. I never wear the blue pair.
eluded. I think they're a nuisance, I got the blue pair because, as an
myself. Since 1985, I've owned introductory special, the buyer also
several pairs of contact lenses, and · got a free pair of clear lenses, all
I've wondered ever since about for $100, a real bargain! Occatheir value.
sionaHy, I'll wear the blue pair
I read somewhere that they only whc:n I can't find either my clear
cost .50 cents to make. I mean, lenses or my glasses.
I thought of how many odd
how complex could it be to mold
some Saran Wrap in the shape of a looks I'd get if one day I came to
bowl? Iwonder why they cost $40 class with one blue eye and one
each then? I imagine the rest of the dar.k green eye. Could you imagine
money go~s into a secret account all the strange looks one would
to settle claims against people who get? l've heard of some people
claim to have gone blind after wear- with that natural condition. It's
caused by some sort of genetic
ing the lenses.
I've thought of how funny it mutation of the alleles, or somewouldbetoputthelensesina cat's thing like that.
or a dog's eyes.
To go one step further, I could
Several years ago, someone alternate the colors ofmy eyes ac•
spilled some food coloring in the - cording to the day, Like, on Monlens-making machine and colored days, my right eye might be blue,
contact lenses were invented. I and on Tuesday, my left eye would
think these lenses look .just too be blue. ·

,

Now this poses a serious prob- somehow restore the olfactory sense.
lem.SupposelwenttotheDMVJor Vou don't hear too frequently of
a driver's license renewal. What individuals whom are smell sen5Ce.~
color would they list for my eyes?
less. There are, ·however, an overOn my' license, I wonder what whelmingnumberofpeoplewhoare
they'd pnnt?Eyes-Various,or Eyes- either smelly, senseless, OR BOTH!
L-Blue,R-green.
I wonder what form this device
I wonder who invented the first would take. Perhaps a circularcontact lens? Probably some Chi- shaped object made to looklike those
nese man who removed the lenses rings worn by native Africans
from his glasses and somehow at- throughtheirnavels?Jwonderifthis
tached th.em to his face. Finding this fad would catch on in America?
most uncomfortable, he decided to Wouldn't it be funny to link two
search for a more efficient method. I people together in their sleep? I'm
imagine the first contacts were prob- proba~ly giving some social deviant
ably made-of thick glass.
ideas nght now.
.
r wonder what happened when • . . _In the 19th century, ~ealthy inpeople with these early glass lenses d1v1duals who lost their sense of
went to the opera. A few probably smell could s,imply hire someone to
ended up with shattered lenses re- do their smelling for them. A promisuiting from a high-pitched tone nentfemale, uponenteringaroomof
song during the opera.
males, would be told by her servant,
We have contact lenses and "Madame, I do indeed sense a foul,
glasses tocorrectvisualimpainnents lingering gaseous odor. May I sugand we have all-in-the-ear hearing gest.we dapan the room at once to
aids for hearing impairments. What avoid the offending aroma?"
al>out the other three senses?
But, backtocontactlenses. Even
I'm sure someday there will be a ou,spaceagencydiscovered the uses
revolutionary new device which will of corrective lens~. When NASA

discovered that it's famed Hubble
telescope couldn't see two inches
past it's antenna, lo and behold, it
developed some lenses. lsn 'tthat all
too typical of America? We can't
makesomethingright the first time,
but we sure can spend some money
later and fix our mistake.
It could be worse. If this were
Russia, we'd probably cover it all
tip, announce to the world that the
telescope was a giant success for
Russia and socialism, ~nd theneither. shoot or exile the scientists
who developed the· thing. Then it
would fall back to earth in three
weeks, having lived it's useful lifetime.
Thanks to all the students and
individuals who provided me with
the ideas about this article. Ifyou
have ideas you'd like me to write
about, I can easily be reached at
my unlisted phone number on Sunday evenings from 11 :50 pm to
11:55pm EST. Please leave a message after the beep and, if I feel
like it; I'll get back to you.
Dennis Day is a UC Columni.tl
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Desexismization:The removal of sexism from language

by .Jay Arr Henderson

uc

Production Pecsona~er
And I finally found out where the
I entreat you to pardon the datum expression, "the whoie nine yards"
that my language-utilization skills · came from! Surely you, too, have
may (or might, either is used) appear wondered about this. The whole nine
to have ballisticized themselves into yards of what? Why would we want
a supra-atmospheric modality. The it? Are these square yards, cubic
enhancement of grammatical excel- yards, or back yards?
I now know the answer· to all
lence is not invariably concomitant
with the intake of large amounts of these questions and so will you, after
lexicographic scholarism. Under you read the book.
conditions of absolute reality, the
The true fun of this book is in the
reverse is often observed. Overin- many letters that people send in
dulgence at the lexicographic ban- whenever Bill makes a mistake,
quet table sometimes cau~s one to which is incredibly often. In fact, I
regurgitate, undigested and inan un- doubt there's a columnist anywhere
recognizable state, all that one has who makes quite as many mistakes
in took (past tense, intake).
as Bill, except possibly Ann Landers
Still, I persevere.
who devotes, on average, half of
The motivation for my precipi- each column apologizing for the
tous plunge into the heady, aqueous mistakes she made in the last colcataracts of linguistic complexity is umn. One of the great mistakes ofall
the inestimable tome, Language time is surely Satire's incorrect etyMaven Strikes Again. a book which mology of his own name.
I should warn you that, while the
I heartily recommend that you peruse (from the Latin root~. mean- book is fun, Bill and his corresponing "intense" and usen, 'to use:" to • dents can be incredibly tiresome.
examine in detail; scrutinize).
Fortunately, you always know when
Excuse me, the weight ofall these the truly boring parts are coming up
huge wor~s 1s flattening me.
as you will see the word "Latin:" I
(pause)
don't really care what the cases and
There, that's better. I went and tenses and declensions are in Latin.
h;ici:i talk\\ithDr. D'Andradeabout A lot of dead English teachers will
g;ime-theory; now I'm totally and probably explode in their graves
utterly confused: in other words. back when they hear this, but I don't betonorrnal. Infact, it's a wonder I can lieveanyofthatsonofthinghasany
talk at all. Anyway...
relevance to English. Bill and his
The book, Language Maven many correspondents take up sevStrikes Again. is by William Satire eral pages arguing the correct pluand is composed of the columns ralization of octopus. Most of that
("On Language")he wrote for the space was spent in arguing about
New York Times between 1984 and whether octopus was a Latin word,
1988.
what case and declension it might
Many people are not as enam- be, etc. Who really cares what lanored of Mr. Satire as I am. In fact, guage the word came from? If a
Dr. Byrne took my copy of LMSA. word is foreign, fine, the plural
held it up in front of his English 362 should be formed in accordance with
class with Mr. Satire's picture fac- the rules of that language. But, if a
ing them, and thundered, "Do you word has been in the language long
see this face? This is William Satire. enough to remain unitalicized, then
Forget you ever heard of him!" He it's English and should take an Enmay have also said something about glish plural. The plural ofoctopus is
the Bible predicting that the Anti- octopusses. If you'd rather say ocChrist would appear as a grammar- topi, go ahead. It's a free country.
ian,butl'mnotsureasitwasarather
Despite his frequent lexicoemotional moment. I may have imag- graphic excursions into total irrelined that last part.
evancy, there's a lot of stuff in this
Bill Safi re is a prescriptive gram- book that's not only fun but useful.
marian. He is less interested in deOne of the major difficulties in
scribing how language is used than writing English today is posed by
in telling everyone how it oug~t to Art Buchwald in a letter from which
be used. He knows how the language Safire quotes in a column called
should work and is not bashful about Towel Pronouns. When you have
telling you exactly what he thinks. referred to a single individual and
Dr. Byrne doesn't have much use for you want to refer to that individual
such types and, ordinarily, I don't again, what pronoun do you use?
either.
If the individual is of unspecified (orunknown) gender, the word
But Bill's book is a hoot.
The column itself is frequently his has always been perfectly acgood. Satire has a fine wit and en- ceptable. Now that the ugly spectre
joys wordplay. .
of sexism-in-language has reared its

(not his) head, we can 'tdo that. The
cumbersome construction his or her
is sometimes used but, besides being cwnbersome, it's still sexist. Anyway you look at it, either his or her
has to come first. I've seen dozens of
examples of his or her. but I dofl 't
remember ever seeing the construction her or his. The Goda\\ful s/he
will not even be discussed.
One correspondent said simply:
Why resist the change in usage that
would allow use of the plural pronoun they or their in instances where
the gender of the subject is indefinite?
I was very happy to hear this
suggestion as I've been suggesting it ,
myself for years. Satire suggests the
trial sentence, "Every single one
should watch his or her pronoun
agreement." By allowing the plural
pronoun to be used in this case, we
come up with, "Every single one
should watch their pronoun agreement." It sounds fine to me.
Satire, on the other hand, be- .
lieves the use ofthe singular masculine pronoun is acceptable because
"the male embraces the female." This
is a rule proposed, I believe, by the
ancient Greek males.
As you can imagine, this bit of
grammatical chauvinism did not go
over well with the sort of people
whose towels say "His or hers" and
"Hers or his." In fact, one woman, a
Ms. Deutchman, wrote t<;> say that
she suspected he had never known
the warmth of a female-initiated
embrace or he would have written,
"The female embraces the male." I
suppose she thinks Bill is gay or
impotent or whatever; in any case,
it's a hard slam.
Another woman wrote:
When I, and other professional
women, read "men do... " or " ... rational men," we resent it. On the
other hand I am truly delighted when.
I read he/she and similar configurations. I admit it will take time for you
to get used to the new usages and
terms but believe me it will be worth
it. It will ease you into the twentyfirst century without a second
thought.
A male wrote to say: Speaking
from my own experience, it wasn't
until I fell in love with a feminist that
I began to realize how vast and varied is the terrain of human relationships.
Another man wrote in to say that
he had found the use of hir very
useful "to specify the genitive, accusative and dative cases in the third
person singular." I'm sure that's great
advice. Someday I'll get a grammar
book and find out what he said.

At that, he was a lot more understanda~le than the man who wrofe,
" ... third-declension masc/fem nouns,
singular (to form the accusative-"ad" takes it), add "em" to the stem
(mulier. mulieris) after dropping the
·genitive ending ("is").
In all fairness, Safire had incorrectly declcnted (from the Latin de,
meaning" to speak" andclent, "with
a m_outhful of road apples") a Latin
noun. It was at this point, I think, that
I began to wonder how hard it would
be to kill all the Latin teachers.
One woman, who wants to get all
inappropriate male references out of
the language, wrote: "Too long have
we huperson-beingsofthe feperson
sex suffered man's inhupersonity to
wopersons." This writer did not demand that men refer to a certain
bodily fluid as se-persons, but she
did feel that the Ms. Deutchman
mentioned earlier should change her
name to Deutchperson. Then she
caught herself and wrote: " ...even
the word 'perSON' smacks of
machismatic impurity. Should not
we fepersons refer to ourselves as
feperdaughters?"
I can't help wondering if this
letter was in longhand or if she used
a personual typewriter to type her
personuscript.
As you can see, there is a great
deal of rollicking fun in this book.
But this is also a book that will make
you think. If the preceding examples
dido ~t do so, there was also the following letter:
I'm sure I am not the only girl
who had to sit through the grim English class where the bad news was
laid on--"when both boys and girls
are referred to, use the masculine for
both." And I am.also sure that I am

far from the only little girl who had
to endure the smirks of little boys
when the class was asked the
"clincher question": "Now children,
ifthere are ninety-nine girls and only
one boy in the room, what do we
sayT' And the answercaroledforth:
"Will everyone open HIS BOOK?"
And every little boy's chest swelled
with the confidence that ensues from
knowing HE outweighed in importance an infinite number of female
creatures.
I think that the use of the masculine iit mixed-gender situations has a
pervasive and subtle effect on both
·menandwomen. Womenaresetoff,
made to feel that they are "ex1ra,"
"nonstandard," "special," whatever
words that can characterize the "apart
from the norm" feelings we often
have. I wish some of the grammarians that scoffat these feelings would
try and put some of their talents to
work to come up with ways to mitigate the problem.
Sometimes the arguments over
language, and most especially over
sexism in language, do get ridiculous. I once referred to a "seweraccess port", not as a "man-hole
cover" but as a "woman-hole cover."
My friend asked, "You mean a
Kotex?"
Thousands oflinguistic traps like
that one await every person who
tries to fiddle with the language; it is
only in the area of sexuality that so
many of them are funny, rude, or,
like the one just quoted, pretty ridiculous. It is very easy to forget just
how incredibly important all this linguistic alteration really is. It takes a
letter like that last one to remind you
justhowmuchhumanhappinessand
unhappiness rides on the sentences
we speak. ,

reporting so that everyone can
monitor the growth of the newspaper along with the University.
A respectable student newspaper will not only help ensure the
growth of the newspaper staff,
but it will be a reflection upon
the entire growing University,
using su~h programs as The Meet
the Press Banquet to be held
March I, 1994, where leaders
from within the University and
throughout the community will
be invited to meet the members
of staff of the University.
A school which currently has
no journalism programs or majors will be able to provide students interested in journalism
with an outlet for their talents.
Students attending Shawnee
State Univcrstty and who are

access to the experience of the
actual creation, publication and
distribution of a quality weekly
news publication by registering
for Journalism 199 and 299,
Special Topics in Journalism:
,
Newspaper.
Under the direction of the
editorial staff, the newspaper
will work in conjunction with
student organizations, faculty,
administration and members of
the community to ensure that
The University Chronicle continues to act as a source of unbiased information regarding campus-related news and events and
a tool for communications
throughout the entire University
Community.

Editor continued
from 2
interested in journalism will have
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Child Assault Prevention Program honors first graduates;;;;;;;;;;========;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
by Jay Arr Henderson

Mayor enumerated the costs of such
Friday, November 19, the Child a tragedy: not only the financial
Assault Prevention (CAP) Program cost to the state but, more imporheld a ceremony in the Massie The- tantly, the cost in human suffering.
atre to honor its first group of "Your main task must be education," he said. "It is an honor to be
graduates.
Belinda Barrington, Coordina- here at this University to honor
tor of the local CAP Program, you and the important work you
opened the ceremonies by thank- are doing. You are needed in the
ing all those who came to show community." He said he hoped to
see the program grow and to be
their support.
She then had a number of indi- invited back to many more such
viduals stand and be recognized events in the future.
Joyce Coakley spoke next.
for their valuable efforts in helping make CAP possible here in Joyce is a Member of the Board of
Southeastern Ohio. These in- the Southern Ohio Task Force on
cluded: Connie Skaggs, Corey Domestic Violence, the organizaCreed, Bronna Seibert, Denise tion which sponsors CAP. Said Ms.
Yates, Irene Lupton, Phil Staton, Coakley, "I'm glad that we have
Keith Nichols, and Orin Campbell the group that we have for the initial program. I hope this is just the
who could not be present.
Denise Yates, CAP Field rep- start. With the instruction and the
resentative, then took the podium training you've received, perhaps
· you' Umake the·world and the comto introduce the speakers.
Portsmouth Mayor Franklin T. munity a better place. We certainly
Gerlach related a story from his need it."
Denise Yates then took the poearlier career as an attorney. It
involved the case of a man who dium again to explain .r little of
had abused a child to so great an what CAP· is. CAP is set up as a
extent that the child had lapsed role-playing exercise. One voluninto a vegetative state. There was teer might play a bully while anvirtually no possibility that the other volunteer plays an abused
child would ever recover. The child. The CAP volunteers teach

uc Chief of Production

Former SSU student becomes State Trooper

Former Shawnee State student Lana Spriggs
recently graduated from the Ohio State
Highway Patrol Academy in Columbus, Ohio.
She entered 24 weeks of intensive training at the
Academy on May 10, 1993 and graduated November 12, 1993 among a class of 63.
She attended Shawnee State University from
September, 1992 through March, 1993. Lana is
originally from Portsmouth and was assigned to
the Eaton Patrol Post where she will continue
with coach/pupil training .for an additional two
months before assuming her duties as an Ohio
State Trooper.
For more information on entering the Patrol
Academy .contact Lieutenant S.E. Ford at the
Patrol Recruitment Section, 740 East 17th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43211-2474 or call
614/466-6019 Fax - 294-8058

children various methods of bandling abuse. Said Ms. Yates, "We
want these children to be strong
and free and to know that they have
the right to say, "NO!"
Adora Campis, Coordinator of
Women's Programs (G.R.O.W.),
said, "CAP is not just for a few of
us, itisn'tjustfortheteachers; it's
for the children and the families
and for everybody who wants t-0
see children grow up strong and
free. We have to stop the violence
and start celebrating life."
Gary Stone spoke of working
with the Task Force on Domestic
Violence years earlier. At that time,
he said, there was not even a shelter house where abused women
could be lodged. He congratulated

the program for having come a
long way since those early.days.
Susan Schwartz, staff writer for
the Portsmouth Daily Times, said,
"I've been here since February and,
in that time, l 've had to cover the
stories of two young girls who were
murdered by family members." The
problem continues, she said, and
cited stories from recent issues of
the Times. No agency can be there
all the time to protect everybody.
Children have to be taught to protect themselves. She quoted an old
African proverb :"'It takes a
whole village to raise a child.'
You guys are becoming that village."
Irene Lupton, founder of the
local CAP program, handed out

the certificates of achievement.
The graduates were:
Sharon Welc~. Blanche
Evans, De1tnis Packard, Sherry
Stroud, Sandra Neal, Jane Lute,
Dorothy Plank, Beverly Hileman,
Robin Kahn, Bonnie Moore,
Karren Rase (who could not be
present), B. J . Carver, Jean
Hanson, Cathy Shields, Melody
Donathon, Natalie Throckmorton,
and Karen Human who brought
her three reasons for being a part
of CAP with her to receive her
certificate.
Finally, Denise Yates told us,
"In order for these people to be a
part of CAP, their families have
to give up a lot. We appreciate it
and we thank them."

'
University Community sponsors Greek system

by Stephen Boone

their beginning stages, but plan to
Greek life is alive at Shawnee work together with the two existing
State. It began in the Fall Quarter of fraternities to establish their p;o1992 with the formation of the Tau grams.
Many activities are being planned
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) and has exby
the
two fraternities presently reppanded with the formation of Delta
Sigma Phi (ill:TI) this fall. Also, a resented on campus. TKE had a
women's sorority, Sigma Gamma successful dance with refreshments
Rho (l:rP) will be forming in Janu- at The Ramada Inn, and the TKE
ary 1994. Additionally, there will and .1ITI plan to work together to
be a local women's sorority to be have more events like this one.
One of those events, the first
formed by the first of the year, led by
Polly Workman with Jackie Young Greek Basketball-Footbal contests
will be held soon betweent he two
serving as the advisor.
fraternities.
The winner ofeach event
TKE, Shawnee's first fraternity,

uc Staff Writer

consists of 25 men:ibers, with eight
of those members serving as officers. The officers are as follows:
President, J.R. Riffe; Vice President, Shawn Carver; Secretary ,
James Arney; Treasurer, Mike
Arney; Sargeant at Arms, Stephen
Boone; Hegemon (education), Ron
Stone; Hypphetes (Chaplin) ·Jason
Runyon; and Historian, JeffDyer.
TKE does various volunteer
work and fundraisers . Presently
TKE's volunteer work is with the
Special Olympics. The TKE' s are
also working on a fund raiser with a
Pizza Hut Card that will be sold
i.hroughout the month. The TKE
advisor is Alan Hanson.
The second fraternity to form at
SSU was .1ITI. ill:IJ currently has
19 pinned members, with five officers including: President, Jeremy
Lauder; Vice-President. Matt Carter;
Secretary, Tim McNamara, Treasurer, Keith-Adams; and Seargent at
Arms, Robert Parsons . .1ITT is presently offering their assistance in
cleaning up che 14th Street Community Center. .1ITI 's membership also
plans to go to area high schools to
make student aware that SSU has a
Greek system.
The two sororities are still in

will be awarded a trophy. There are
also plans to have a Greek bulletin
Board in the University Center with
a calendar of events listed for the
fraternity activities.
TKE and .1ITI had successful
RUSH weeks, held last quarter.
The next rush is scheduled for mid•
January. Rush week is a time in
which fraternities present themselves to the University and potential candidates for membership.
Greek offices are located in the
Shawnee State University Center,
· near the game room.
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University welcomes Malone as counselor
by Kathi Jo Arnold

uc features Editor

I'm from Scioto County. I was born
in Portsmouth and I presently reside
in Wheelersburg. I went away while
I was in school, but I came back to
the area.
UC: What is your education?
MAM: I graduated from Ohio
Dominican in Columbus--got my
education degree and I pursued my
Master's ~greeat Ohio University.
while I was teaching. I got my
Master' s in counseling.
UC: OK, How about previous
employment--what was your job

before coming to Shawnee State?
MAM: I spent some time in Student Support Services at Ohio State
University, which has programs just
like those at Shawnee State, and
before that I was a counselor for
Notre Dame High School and I
served grades 1- r2. So I did a little
bit ofcounseling as far as getting the
seniors into college and testing. I
was the only counselor there.
UC: You mentioned being a
counselor at Ohio State University,
what gave you the initiative to come
to SSU?
MAM: One of my friends here
on campus showed me a memo explaining a position that was openi1,1g
as the director/counselor ofacademic
skills (Academic Skills Specialist).
After I read the memo I said, "That's
just a perfect position." I felt qualified almost to a tee and I have other
friendsoncampuswhofeltthesame

November 14, 1993 (Columbus) - The Ohio Student Association (OSA) Board of Presidents
convened at Youngstown State
University. The Board of Presidents heard updates on the student
drive to secure voting rights and
access to executive sessions for
student trustees, voted to take
stands on state legislation that affects students, and listened to a
presentation on an IRS ruling that
could prevent universities from hiring student workers.
The Ohio Student Association
is currently looking for co-sponsors of a bill that would grant vot•
i.ng rights and access to executive
sessions to the student trustees.
Two students have served on the
board of trustees at each of Ohio' s
13 state universities since 1988.
The original legislation included
both of these provisions but was
later amended.
OSA is also looking into an
IRS ruling that discourages universities from hiring student workers. Student workers are exempted
from paying into Public Employees Retirement System as long as
they "regularly attend classes."
Universities have interpreted that
phrase to refer to anyone taking at
least one credit hour. The IRS has
decided that the phrase refers only
to those who have full-time stu-

dent status. This ruling discourages universities form hiring students throughout the year, especially during breaks between
quarters or semesters.
In other action, the Board voted
to:
-work for passage of Senate
Bill 52, a bill that would create the
Ohio Higher Education Scholarship Fund through a checkoff box
on state tax returns and payroll
deduction options for public employees.
-work for defeat of HB 438 &
SB 180, bills that would prohibit
universities from allowing samesex domestic partners from living
in married student housing and prohibit universities from extending
insurance benefits to domestic partners of same-sex employees.
-work for passage of SB 145, a
bill that outlines a sexual harassment policy for higher education.
The Ohio Student Association
is a statewide advocacy organization made up of student government representatives from Ohio' s
13 public universities. Established
in the I 970's, OSA is the only
organization on the state lev~
which makes access to higher education and student educational issues its main priorities. OSA is a
nonprofit, nonpartisan organization.

Editor's Note:- The University
Chronicle inten1iewed Mary Ann
Ji.{a/oae to familiarize the Universi~y Communi~y with one ofits newest staffmembers.
The University Chronicle ( UC):
Let's start out withyourbackground.
Where are you from?

Mary Ann Malone (MAM):

way and encouraged me. People
called me and told me it was the
perfect position for me, so a lot of
people felt the same way I did, so I
applied and watched to see what would
hawen.
UC: What do you like best about
being a counselor here at SSU?
MAM: There's many positive
points that go with being a counselor.
I've been in education all my life. I
like to help people get from where
they are to where they want to go.
That's what counseling is all about.
The crucial thing about counseling is listening. I feel there's a lack in
our society today of someone actually
sitting down and listening to another
person's thoughts and feelings. Not
telling them what to do--just being a
cheerleader and guide the individual

You can still becomea studentjournalist.
Register for Special Topics in Joµrnalitql
JOUR 199(4 Crlir)or JOOR 299-(3CtHt)
between now and)ailuary 12.

proud of their school, faculty and
staff.
UC: One last question, What are
your thoughts on the potential strike
situation?
MAM: Counselors, when they
take a personality test, are usually
mediators. That is our type ofpersonality. I hope that everything goes well
and that both sides can come to an
agreement because we have so much
going for Shawnee State. That is my
wish.
Mary Ann Malone's office is in
the Common 's Building at the Division ofStudent Affairs. She can
be seen either by appointment or
walk-in and she is there for-any
type of counseling you may.need
from career planning to personal
problems. Ifyou need someone to
talk to.feel free to stop by and talk
to her.

,varm

Nappy Days Pizz11

OSA Presidents convene

There is still time!

as they take off. I encourage people
· to do what they want to do. I enjoy
people.and I like seeing them succeed.
UC: What do you hope to accomplish for Shawnee State as far as
this new program is concerned?
MAM: To see as many people
as possible stay here and graduate
from Shawnee State. I also want the
word out how wonderful a place
Shawnee State is and how much we
can offer the community. We should
be grateful for what we have. This is
a beautiful campus and I really appreciate being a part ofthe team here
at Shawnee State University.
People here have been very
and welcoming. I just couldn' t ask
for any more. I hope I can make
people see what a great asset Shawnee State is to the community and I
want the students who go here to be
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SPECIALS

18" One Item, 2 Liter of your choice, and Chips ......... ...... :$10.00
16'' Two Item,;? Liter of your choice, and Chips ............... $10 .00
10°/o :Discount to all SSU students with vali(IJJ) .

PIZZA

Original ·Cheese

12"
$5.35
$ .90

16"
18"
$6 .50
$7.75
Each Item
$1. IQ
$1 .20
PEPPERONI--SAUSAGE--HAM--MUSHROOMS--,GREEN OLIVES
GREEN PEPPERS--BANANA PEPPERS:--ONIONS--EX. CHEESE
Subs ...........·•·· ···········..................... Smafl $2 .25 ... ,, ... ...... Large $2.95
Ham & Che~se Sub ................ ..Small $ :2 .25 .. .• ~}k. .\g~ Large '$2 ;95
Pizza Br~ad ... ....................... .... .Small $1 .90.; ... •....•.. Large $2 ;3_5
Each Add'l ltem ................. ........ Small $ .30····:··...... .) Large $ .50 .
G~rlic Bread ....... ..................... .?. .. . . . .... .. ,....... . . ..
-.-• ··•····.··$ ,80

SALADS

Antipasta ..... ,.\.:.... ................. ..... ........ ........... .;··············SmaH ~~. 15
.
J:.,arge $3 .15
Chef Salad.. .·b,.~······,·······················,···,·········.. ~·-\·········sll'la:Il $1 . 75
· ·.. Large $2.'75
Garden Salad: ................ ................ ... .. ... ..... . 1 ••••:•• • ••,,: ··;S@all $J.15 .

. Large$2. rs

DRIN:K s

2 .Liter PEPSI
. .•.• n ...... DIET PEPSl. ..•. .-~"'"'···MT. DE\\t .... .. .... ... $1.39
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Professor named a fellow of the
Ohio Academy of Science
by Stephen Boone
uc Staff Writer

If you could build you,: own frate',nity,
what would it be like?

Dave Todt, Associate Professor
9fBiologyat ShawneeState University and Director of Project Discovery, South Region has recently been
namedafellowoftheOhioAcademy
of Science. Todt is among 25 other
Ohioscientists,engineers,govemment
officials, and teachers as an honorees
this year.
FellowsaremembersoftheAcademywhohavebeenengagedinextensive productive scientific, technical or
educationalcontributionsandoffered

emy.
He is Director of the local science fairs that serve a four region
area consisting ofLawrence, Pike,
Adams, and Scioto Counties. He is
also on the Ohio Academy of
Science's Advisory Board and
serves as the Biological Survey
Representative on the Academy of
Science. In the past he has served
as Vice-President of the Conservation and Natural Resources section of the Academy.
Todt has taught at Shawnee

and Coordinator of the Environmental Science Program at the

emy of Science. Todt has been involved in a wide variety of scientific
contributionsandservicestotheacad-

He has served in the capacity of
Department Chair for the Sciences.
Currently, Todt is a Director

2,000 members are employed in
government, industry, colleges,
and universities world-wide.

somespecialservicetotheOhioAcad- State University for fifteen years.

DELTA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY
•
•
•
•
•

University. The Academy's nearly

by Brian Richards

tive. When she joined the Senate,

Staff Writer ·

Mindee Akins is serving her first
term on the Student Senate. She was
previously the secretary of the Local, State and National Affairs Committee and is now the interim chair.
Mindee is from Yellow Springs, Ohio
and is majoring in Social Science
with Legal Assisting emphasis.
When asked what she had per•
sonally gained from serving on the
Senate, she replied, "I have learned
a great deal of political knowledge
on how the University, and bureaucracy in general, is run." Mindee
was also quick to point out that she
could see what teamwork could accomplish and how people have
troubleseparatingpersonalandprofessional interests. She said that she
could see that people wanted to help,
but-they were not sure of the means.
Mindee feels that the Senate
would become more important to
SSU ifit were more politically ac-

Opportunitits av~ble to.you:
bnmediate Leadership Opportunitia
Start Something.New
NoHazing
Lifelong Friendships
·Opportunities for Achieving

FOR MORE INFORMATION.HAVE YOUR NAME ANO
NUMBER WJTH BRIAN HAWKINS.
RUSH CHAIRMAN
CHAPTE.R MEETINCS WILL BE HELD ON THE SECOND
HOQR OF THE UNIVERSITY CENTER EVERY
- WEDNESDAYAT 9:00PM.

dent~en
§potlia.h t
uc
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chase of condoms to pass out on
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she saw it as a political interest and National Condom Awareness Day
an OSA (Ohio Student Association) on February 14.
...
lobbying group. She later found out
Mindeehasbeeninvolvedinsuch
how many people don't want to be, organizations as RES ULTS and the
"that political."
CROP walk. RESUJ.,.TS is a lobbyEarthday functions such as "Un- ing group to stop world hunger and
plugged Shawnee Day" Mindee the CROP walk recently had the
would like to see promoted by the citizensofPortsmouth and surroundsenate. "Unplugged Shawnee Day" ing areas walking 5 miles to raise
means unplugging appliances not in . money for the hungry.
use and turning off unnecessary
She also participated in a prolights. She feels that conserving and choice rally in Washington D.C..
recycling would carry over past
After she graduates in June of
Earthday if a large enough impact 1995, she plans to go to law school
were made. She would also like to · and eventually serve as a Supreme
see more work on the Study Abroad Court Justice._
program; however, she does realize
Mindee feels that the Student
the effort it includes. It took nearly Senate is highly recognized by the
two years to bring the Russian stu- faculty and wishes that the students
dents here for l Oweeks. Mindee is shared their enthusiasm. She would
also on the AIDS Education Com- liketoseethestudentsbecomemore
mitteewhich isa sub-committee of involvedintheUniversitybutisata
the Student Senate. She is trying to loss as to how this could be accompersuadetheSenatetofundthepur-. plished.
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Announcing the Top Ten Albums of 1993

(at least from my point of view)
Well, the music world made it
through another year full of many
events. Some were good, some are
better off forgotten. On the good
side:
Rock experienced a Renaissance
period of sorts, with a number of
new "alternative" bands breaking
through into the mainstream, such as
The Breeders, The Cranberries, Gin
Blossoms, 4 Non Blondes, and Belly.
Also fueling the fire of rock were the
new releases from Seattle veterans
Nirvana and Pearl Jam.
Women made waves in 1993 in
the music world. Janet Jackson released a top selling new album, and
had a really good year. Madonna
was ... well, she was Madonna.
Whitney Houston had a landmark
year basking in the glow of the
soundtrack to her movie The Bodyguard, which featured a hit single
(which wasn't even hers) entitled "I
Will Always Love You." Yuck.
On the bad side: Michael Jackson had a year which made the world
forget what a lunatic his sister
LaToya was. Charges of child molestation were brought against the
pop superstar late last year, chainreacting into undue stress, drug
abuse, and ultimately the premature
ending of his world tour and his
much-publicized disappearance.
Inotherentertainmentnews, the
War of the Television Icons raged
on in· 1993 between the Jurassic
Period's ~le survivor, Barney, and
MTV' s Resident Idiots, Beavis and
Butt-Head. The two competitors are
neck-in-neck after each one suffered
major setbacks. Beavis and ButtHead were accused of causing a 5year-old to set fire to his home, and
Barney was brutally assaulted at a
' shopping mall by ove.rzealous teenaged Beavis and Butt-Head fans.
l could go on, but this thing is
taking forever to type in. So, the
following coiumn is a review of my
picks for the top ten albums of 1993.
You had your chance in the Readers'
Poll (see results elsewhere in this
issue), so now it's my turn.
First of all, I must give Honorable Mention where it is due. There
were a lot of great albums in 1993,
and while I am listing the top ten,
there were other standout albums
last year, such JIS Dr. Dre's The
Chronic, Belly's debut album Star,
Blind Melon's self-titlc;d debut album, Duran Duran's self-titled
comeback album, and Vince Neil's
solo album Exposed.
As a note, the following albums
have been selected on the basis of
the albums as a whole. An album

cannot be judged solely on the basis
of the singles it releases because,
after all, the rest of the album might
actually.sound pretty terrible.
That being said, here are the winners:
In the Number Ten slot, former
Police frontman Sting released an
impressive follow-up to his 1990
album The Soul Cages, entitled Ten
Summoner's Tales. The
title is taken from part of
the classic Chaucer epic
"Canterbury Tales." The
album was led off by the
single "If I Ever Lose My .
Faith In You," and continued to spawn two more
singles, "Fields of Gold"
and "Nothing 'Bout Me."
The album also included
such standout tracks as "It's
Probably Me" (as heard in
Lethal Weapon 3), "Love Is StrorrgerThanJustice,"and"SevenDays."
As usual, Sting's music doesn't fail
to impress.
The movie may have l>9mbed
likecrazy,buttheLastActionHero
Soundtrack was the best movie

soundtrack of the year, and my pick
for Number Nine. The album' released a plethora (thanks for the
word, Manson) of singles which included top album rock artists, ineluding Queensryche, _Alice In
Chains, and AC/DC. The album
also featured Cypress Hill,
Fishbone, and Tesla. Ofcourse, the
most prominent track on the album
wastheDefLep1>ardhit"TwoSteps
Behind."
At Number Eight, aging rock legends David Coverdale (of Deep
Purple and Whitesnake)andJimmy
Page (like I really need to say what
band he was in) came together and
formed Coverdale Page, and released a self-titled debut album. It
featured such great tracksas"Shake
My Tree," "Pride and Joy," "Take
Me For A Little While," "Easy Docs
It," and "It's Over Now." · The two
veterans make for an interesting combi nation, notto mention an ear-pleasing one.
Shortly after W.A.S.P. 's 1990
album, The HeadlessChildren,bassist/vocalist Blackie Lawless took
time a·way and wrote what would
become the biggestrock opera since
Queensryche' s
Operation:
Mindcrime in 1988. Thus, Number
Seven of 1993 is Lawless' semiautobiographiqil masterpiece, The
Crimson Idol, the story of a young
man 's rise tostardom and tragic fall
from grace. The album features
tracks like "The Idol," "Titanic Overture," "Chainsaw Charlie (Murders

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiii.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiii.iiii

in the New Morgue)," and the powerballad "Hold On To My Heart."
• At Number Six, incredibly gifted
axeman Steve Vai (Whitesnake,
David Lee Roth) put together a terrific group of musicians, and named
the group Vai. Then the group released Sex & Religion, an album
which showcased Steve Vai's talents as a songwriter rather than a

guitarist. That's not to say that
Steve's guitar work isn't brilliant.
The album is just more balanced
with the addition of three other musicians: drummer Terry Bozzio,
bassist T.M. Stevens, and the astounding vocal talent of Devin
Townsend, who was only eighteen
when the album was recorded. The
album features the single "Down
Deep Into The Pain," and also includesthetracks"StillMyBleeding
Heart," "In My Dreams With You,"
and "Rescue Me or Bury Me."
Rounding out the top five, what
a great year the San Diego band
Stone Temple Pilots had. They
• started the year opening for
Megadeth, then toured across the
nation with other bands and watched
as their debut album Core climbed
up the charts and went double-platinum. They first hit MTV with the
video for the anti-rape song "Sex
Type Thing," then went on to release the hit "Plush," along with
"Wicked Garden" and"Creep." The
album also includes· tracks like
"Piece Of Pie," "Crackerman." and
"Where The River Goes." Look for
this band to make a big mark during
the nineties.
After a decade in the Minneapolis underground club scene, Soul
Asylum struck gold, and the Number Four spot, with their fifth album,
Grave Dancers Union. The lead-off
single was "Somebody to Shove,"
but it wasn't until the hit "Runaway
Train" was released that Soul Asytum caught the attention of the rest
of the country. The video showed
names and faces of missing. children, and even caught the eyes of
some of those children, who as a
result contacted their families and
returned home. Other tracks on the

Entertainment

album include "Black Gold," "Without A Trace," and "April Fool."
When Nirvana released their
new albumin Utero, their intent was
to protest their sudden fame, and to
"ruin their reputation," according to
singer/guitarist Kurt Cobain. Oh,
well. If anything, it failed to do so.
In this poll, it's Number Three. In
Billboard magazine, it debuted at# I
on the album chart, and it is
definitely one of the year's
best-selling albums. The
single "Heart Shaped Box"
climbed to#l on the Album
Rock Singles chart, and the
video for "All Apologies,"
taken from their MTV Unplugged performance, is
currently getting increased .
airplay.
Aerosmith has the
Number Two album with
Get A Grip. Steven Tyler and company returned with what is possibly
their most powerful set ever, which
followed their 1991 box set,
Pandora's Box. The album released
a bunch of singles, the most successful of which were "Livin' On
The Edge,"" Amazing" and "Cryin'."
WhatayearforPearlJam. The
Seattle band watched as their video
for "Jeremy" won an award from
.MTV for Best Video. Then in November, their new album Vs. debuted at number one on the Billboard Album Chart, and sold about
960,000 copies in its first week,
eclipsing the record held by Guns
N'Roses' Use Your Illusion albums
in September of 1991. In roughly
two months, the album has sold 3.5
million copies. Ifhas done so with
very little publicity, and without a
new video for MTV, except for their
live performance of" Animal" from
the MTV Video Music Awards.
However, the album has released
two singles, "Go" and "Daughter,"
and also features "Rats," "Indifference" and "Dissident."
.
So those are my top ten albums
of 1993. Now on to the top ten
singles, and these things were very
hard to pick:
Honorable
Mention:
Aerosmith 's "Cryin '," Duff
McKagan's "Believe In Me,"
Lenny Kravitz's "Are You Gonna
Go My Way," and 4 Non Blondes'
"What's Up."
10. Radiohead-"Creep"--Abeautiful little ditty, kinda makes you feel
"so very special." How can one not
love this song?
9. Gin Blossoms-"Hey Jealousy" - Catchy little tune. 'Nuff said.
8. Stone Temple Pilots-"Plush"-Cool song. 'Nuffsaid.

7. Guns N'Roses-"Estranged"Great song, good video. The next step
is figuring out theoonnection between
the video and those of "Don't Cry"
and "November Rain."
6. Aerosmith-"Eat The Rich"Hilarious look at the answer to materialistic society. Don't ask que~ons,
just listen and enjoy.
5. Soul Asylum-"Runaway
Train"- With stuff like this, it's hard
to believe it took the country ten years
to notice this band.
4. Nirvana-"Heart Shaped Box" - Great song, guys. You lost me somewhere during the video, though. ·
3.BillyJoel-"RiverofDreams"This guy proves that he can still kick
out a great tune.
2. Meat l.oaf-"I'd Do Anything
For Love, (Bull Won'tDo That)"- If
epic-length songs are your thing, this
nearly-twelve-minute-long mouthful
of Mr. Loaf is for you. However, just
what is it $at he won't do?
I. Blind Melon-"NoRain"-Adrnit it There's a Bee Girl inside of
every one of us. Definitely the laidback, feel-good song of the year.
Other honors of 1993:
Best New Acts: Blind Melon,
Stone Temple Pilots and Belly
Gone But Not Forgotten: Motley
Crue. It's never gonna be the same
without Vince, guys.
Forgotten But Not Gone: Billy
Ray Cyrus. Billy Ray, it'scalled"life
after'AchyBreakyHeart.'" Findone.
Best Album Idea: The Beavis and
Butt-HeadExperience. Huh-huh-huh.
Cool.
Most Senseless, But Also Most
Profitable Album Idea: Barney's Favorites, Vol. I . A big purple lizard
releases possibly the best-selling
children's cover album ever. This,
paired with the success of Aerosrnith,
Coverdale Page, Robert Plant, and
Jurassic Park, makes 1993 the Year
of the Dinosaur.
Martin Poston is the UC Photo
Edr10r.

SSUSTUDENTSPECIAL

SHOW YOUR SSU STUDENT
IDFORS5OFF
INCOME TAX RETURN
PREPARATION

353-2042

"Qwik-Tu" Refunds
,

.:>EPOSIT

DMR Accounting & TH Service
734 Fifth St., Portsmouth
OPEN Moo-Sat 9-5
evenings by appt. only
WALK-IN'S WELCOME
WE

0
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Entertainment

Aerosmith Sweep~ Readers' Poll
by Martin Poston
UC Pholo Edjtor

In A Heartbeat," Blind Melon
- "No Rain, " Slaughter - "Real
Love," and Extreme - '.'Stop
the World" (3)
4 . Gn ' R - " Estranged," Bon
Jovi - "In These Arms, " and
DefLeppard - "Two Steps Behind" (2)
I 7 lied with one vote
BEST VIDEO
I. Aerosmith - " Cryin "' (6)
2. DefLeppard- ''Two Steps
Behind," Meat Loaf - 'Td Do
Anything For Love (but I'm
not about to type out the entire
title)," and Aerosmith - "Livin '
On the Edge" (5)
3 . Slaughter - "Real Love,"
and Extreme - "Stop The
World" (3)
4 . Bon Jovi - " I'll Sleep
When I'm-Dead, " and "Bed Of
- Roses " (2)
2.
Def
Leppard
RetroAclive (6)
14 tied with l vote
BEST MOVIE
3 . Extreme - III Sides To
l . The Good Son (7)
Every Story (5)
2 . Free Willy (6)
4. Meat Loaf - Bat Out Of
3 . Mrs. Doubtjire (5)
Hell II, Vai - Sex & Religion ,
4 . Wayne 's World 2 (3)
Pearl Jam - Vs. , Bon Jovi Keep The Faith , and Duran (NOTE : The movie wasn ' t
Duran {2 each)
even out yet when the ballots
I G tied with one vote
were turned in . I don't say
BEST SINGLE
anything, I just count them .)
I . Aero~mith - "Cryin ' " (6)
5 . Aladdin, Rising Sun,
2 . Aerosmith - "Livin' On Demolition Man, Sleepless in
The Edge" and Bon Jovi - "Bed Seattle, Man 's Best Friend,
Of Roses" (4)
Weekend At Bernie's II, and
3 . DefLeppard- "Miss you Guilty As Sin (2)

The Amazing and Exciting
Mark Mirabello
Short-Short Story Contest!

One Grand Prize--$50.
(Donated by Mark Mirabello)

Top Five Runners-Up
receive a handsome
certificate stating they lost!

2 . Joe Diffie - "Prop Me Up
Beside The Jukebox If I Die"

(sigl')ed by Mark.Mirabello)

(5)

Write on any subject!

3 . Whitney Houston - "I
Will Always Love You, " and
Alan Jackson-"Chattahoochie"

(4)

4 . Whitney Houston - "I'm
Every Woman," and Tag Team
- "Whoomp! There It Is!" (3)
5 . Alan Jack son - "Mercury
Blues, " Snoop Doggy Dogg "What" s My Name?" Dr. Dre "Nothin' But A GThang," and
"Working Man ' s Ph.D" by
whomever sang it. (2)
8 tied with I vote

'

Movies For Rent
#005 Bugsy R
#006 Cape Fear R
#007 Doc Hollywood PG
#008 Don't Tell Mom the
Babysitter is Dead PG
#009 Double Impact PG
#010 E.T. PG
#OH Father of the Bride PG
#012 Ferngully G
#013 Fisher King R
#014 Fraternity Vacation R
#015 Freddy's Dead R
#016 Gung Ho PG-13
#017 Hand that Rocks the

Cra:~~t

. Dr. Mark Mirabello
in conjunction with
The University Chronicle presents

(6)

en

den~~ =\ideos rented on Fri:.
day do not have to be returned
until Monday.
6. Ifyou return a video and the
gameroom is closed, return the
video to the Student Activities
Office (Fred Chrisman's Office).
Video List
#001 101 Dalmatians G
#002 Bill and Ted's Bogus
Jour
ney PG-13
#003 Billy Bathgate R
#004 Bo)'z 'N the Hood R

CONTEST ANNOUNCED!

IO tied with one vote.
WORST ALBUM
I . Garth Brooks -In Pieces ,
and current rel'eases (since no
one gave me the titles) by Vince
Gill and Doug Stone
2 . Pearl Jam - Vs., The Bodyguard, Billy Ray Cyrus - It
Won 't Be The Last, Alan Jackson -A Lot About Livin • (And
A Little About Love) and Vince
Neil - Exposed
12 tied with I vote
WORST, MOST SICKENING, MOST OVERPLAYED SONG
l . Doug Stone - "My Second Home Just Became My
First,'' and Janet Jackson - "If"

The ballots are in. All 20 of
them, up from 12 fast year.
The Readers ' Poll took on
an interesting twist this time
around . A small group of four,
we ' ll
call
them
the
Slaughterers (apparently a
bunch of Slaughter fans), attempted to fix the election .
With the help ofa handwriting
analyst, it was found that each
of the culprits turned in multiple ballots . In order to be
fair, each guilty person' s nomin~tions were counted, ignoring all repeats . So, after that
little setback, here are the results, with number of votes in
parentheses :
BEST ALBUM
l . Aerosmith - Get a Grip

Video arc avail.ablefoul udeol.li
in the gameroom.
Rental Rules are as follows,
I. Videos are available to any
SSU student with a valid I.D. NO
EXCEPTIONS!!! I.D.swillbeheld
until the videos have been returned
and checked.
2. There is a $IO charge on
any lost, stolen, or damaged videos.
3. Allvideosmustbereturned
in two days to the garneroom.
4. Only two videos per stu-
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Hellgate R
#019Hesaid,ShesaidPG-13
#020 The Hitcher R
#02 l Honey, I Shrunk the
Kids PG
#022 Hook PG
#023 IndianaJones&theLast
Crusade PG-13
#024 J.F.K. R
#025 Kutrs PG-13
#026 The Last Boy Scout R
#027 TheManwithOneRed
Shoe PG-13

13

#028 The Mechanic PG
#029 Naked Gun 2 I/2 PG
#030 New Jack City R
#03 l One Good Cop R
#032 Only the Lonely PG-13
#033 Other Peoples Money R
#034 Power R
#035 Presumed Innocent R
#036 Pretty Woman R
#03 7 Regarding Henry PG-

#038 Racketeer PG
#039 Secret Admirer R
#040 SilenceoftheLambs R

=~:! :~~i~:\6

Fr~ R
#043 STOP! Or My Mom
Will Shoot! PG-13
#044 To Live and Die in L.A.
R
#045 Top Gun PG
#046 Wayne's World PG-13
#04 7 What About Bob PG
#048 White Knights PG-13
#049 White Water Summer
PG
#050 Wild at Heart R .
#05 l Witchboard R

(even Mark Mirabello)

Enter c1$ many times as you wish!
- All stories must be 1,000 words
or under.
All entries must b~ g.ouble-spaced,
typed or word;;.processed ort one side
only of clean, white paper.
Deadline: M:ar~h 15th, 1994.
.

.•,

Entries are to be submited atthe_office of.the University .

Chro11icle or at the offi~ o(Marlc Mirabello!
Winner to be chostm by
Mark .Nfir~beUo!
All complaints .to 8() djrectly
to Mark Mirabello!
Who th heck is·
Mark MinbeJlo?

•-- - -- --- - - --------- ---•

Shawnee Billiards·

,

908 011111 St. JU-9147

Billiards• Ping-Pong *Video Games
Full size tables and Coin operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with
VALID I.D. ONLY! .
,

Hon.-Thur.1:00-11:00

Fri. & Sat 12:00-1:00

Sun. 1:00-11:00

Buy one person, one hour -

secon

d

person

h If
a

•

fi

price coupon o er

~---------------------------------~·----------------------·
Fa n f o r the Who I• F • • 11 J
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Problems students face at the beginning of the quarter
A look at the University Bookstore
By Jim Thomson
UC Staff Writer

Editor's Note: The University
Chronicle recently spoke with Mary
Keaton, ManageroftheSSUBookstore about difficulties experienced
by students.
THOMSON: First, I want to

ask about the time limit on P.E.L.S.
grant purchases. The time window
has narrowed, since I started, from
nearly a month, to only a couple
weeks before and after the first day
of each quarter. What i-s the reason
for the ~horter time limit?
KEATON: Technically, Jim, to
explain the only reason we have a
certain time period, I would ask you
to understand the basis ofwhat we' re
actuallydoing. We'reworkingwith
a student file in the computer system. Those files are updated and
maintained by, probably, every office on campus. And, every office
has reporting procedures; certain
time periods for data entry--certain
time periods for backing up their
files. So, when we access those files,
we have to go by the available time
that we can actually get into that
information. So, the book store has
no input, actually, on when those
dates are set. We .ask permission
from every office involved, and they
tell us when we can access those

files.
THOMSON: I see. Then, the

coordinated activity of the bursar's
office, Financial Aid, and other departments pre-determine the limited
time window for grant book purchases?
KEA TON: Right. And, as you
know (especially with fall quarter),
they've made so many schedule
changes as to the last day of "paid
fee", etc. Every little change like
that will affect processing time, so
that may affect the following quarter, as far as to when we can access
the files. There are just so many
different things that are going on in
those records! It's a combination of
many, many details.
THOMSON: Then, the time
limit could actually get worse?
KEA TON: Yes, and there's discussion of totally eliminating grants
purchase business altogether!
THOMSON: Well, now! If the
store'does that, can't the grant-funded
students claim they are being denied
their right to use the federal money?
The books are~ssential.
KEATON: I hope we can help
that. My argument is to continue the
service. Of course, I'm totally in
favor of it. I see the students. 1 see
how it benefits the students. This is
something we created a long time
ago to enhance the service for those

,..........__,...__. - - - - - .

students who receive the grants.
THOMSON: You mean there
was a time when no grant business
was accepted; that students weren't
allowed to make purchases without
the cash in hand from the bursar's
window, regardless of the source?
KEA TON: That's right.
THOMSON: How long do you
have to wait, at risk, for the repayment on the P .E.L. S. purchases back
from the government?
KEA TON: I honestly can' t answerthat. .
THOMSON:Butthereissome
delay risk there.
KEA TON: Most certainly. But,
I don't see that end ofit. All we are
actually doing is transmitting the
information to the bursar's office.
So, we're just doing the actual legwork, or the service !ls far as providing the books. We, basically, sell the
books to the student, and then that
inforrnationistransmittedoverthere
andchargedagainstanaccount. So,
that end would have to come from
the bursar's office. You know, I'm
probably being awfully trusting in
believing that all that money does
get credited back but, that's business.
THOMSON: Studentsoften"go
through the roof' over the high cost
oftextbooks. I've seen one text jump
two or three times in shelf price.
KEA TON: Oh, exactly! There
is not a secret. I gladly tell people
how we mark books up in the store.
Books are not something we make a
profit on.
THOMSON:Then,factorssuch
as the supply, etc. affect the price?
KEATON: Yes. Now, as to this

thingofthat naturewouldmakeitgo
up again, butthat happens very selWe order from "used book" whole- dom.
salers.
THOMSON: If the shelf price
· THOMSON: Ah, new-as-used? miglitdifferfromonedaytothenext,
That is one saving, then.
what can cause that?
. KEA TON: Yes, we not only buy
KEATON: Just the price on the
used books from these wholesalers, shelf? Those shelf prices are put up
but we will order new books, if they by the clerks shelving the books. Of
are available, ata reduced cost! Now, course, however, we sometimes have
to order from these wholesalers takes to ship these books back and forth.
a tremendous amount of time for us, Let's say, for example, we have three
Mary Keaton
because we' re starting to do that books.shelved for a literature course,
now, say, for Winter Quarter. We and all ofa s~dden, the instructor a price, ourselves, ever. That price is
maygothroughthreeorfourdiffer- comes in and adds on two more set as soon as the books come in.
ent wholesalers, sending them what books. Well, we'll have to come out
THOMSON: What are some of
we call "want lists", or orders, to see here and rearrange a whole section the 11ormal add-ons, such as taxes
if they have any of those books.· of shelving and we'li move these and other differential figures that
TheirstockchangesconstanUy. They books here and there; try to fit them could affect the price? Is there anymaynothaveabookoneday; ''yes", in. So,thepriceunderthebook(and thing there they won't see in the
another.
I hate to say this) may not always be shelfprice that might total up differSo, we do that over and over corresponding with the right book. ently at the cash register?
again. So, that may have been the
I see this, myself, when small
KEATON: I would say, only
case when your book selection shot children are in here and .... ! I've the sales tax;and that's a state-manup. We may have found some new seen people just shift them around, dated six percent.
\
books from a wholesaler. So, of looking for a book.
THOMSON: Then, the students
course, we took the cosf, marked it
THOMSON: But, if you see an don't anticipate the actual tax and
up that standard percentage, and up-to-dateprice,itshouldberight? other figures which can be surpristhat's what we were selling it for.
KEATON: Right, the computer ing?
Now, for the price to have in- is the price source which records all
KEA TON: That may be.
creased again, that meant that an- ourinformationonthebook. There's
THOMSON: CanastudentpreContinued on following page
other shipment came in, which may nothing that we do to change that
have been directly from the publisher at that time. And, generally ,if
it comesfrom the publisher, it would
have been more than what the wholesalerwascharging.
The Off Campus, On Campus Donn
Now, the only other thing that
would make the price go up one
more time. If it had been another
Rooms now available
second special order that had been
...
Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
placedwitharushshipmentinvolved
wheretheremayhavebeenaspecial
call Sandra G. Wilburn at
1
shipping cost, such as Federal Ex353-5405

book you cited going up a lot. I'm
trying to think what might have pos-

pp1I'~e~ss~,~Ov~e~m~i~g~ht~In~c~.,~e~t~c.~So~m~e-~§§§§§§§§§§§§§§~§~§§§§§§~~

::!';,::'!r~~7:.8;!~gh

First of all, when a book comes
into the store. What we do, now (and
this might explain such an unusual
three-way price increase) can be
explained. This is very rare, because,
normally, the only time a price is set
is when a shipment comes in. Each
time we. order a book, the price is
predetermined by the supplier.
MR. THOMSON: The student
might not know that. ..
KEATON: So, a shipment will
come in; the publisher will charge us
a price; and, then, it is marked up a
standard percentage. I might add,
this is about the lowest markup of
any other university book store in
the State of Ohio.
I've compared prices in·quite a
few stores in Ohio and, I suspect,
we're probably lower than most
across the nation.

But, possibly, your particular

fiook came in before the book started.

r.====================================;i

Celeron Square

IJ

Convenient Furnished Apartments

+

r.

&, ( 3 ' ~

&'#...

INSIDE MARTING'S DEPARTMENT ST'ORE
1515 SIXTH STREET
.,
PORTSMOUTH. OHIO

I 096 DISCOUNT
WITH ONE DOLLAR OR MORE PURCHASE FOR SSU STUOENTS.
FACULTY.ADMINISTRATION.ORSTAFF~
.

9AM - 4PM MONDAY THROUGH SATUR.:DAY
CLOSED SUNDAY

9'o-o-rdU'-Vb~caH~o4 -4o~~ ruza?Q,d'A,.forde,6°~6°#.
.
JJU &, {j/J~
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equation: books added or cut at the
last minute; supplies, course changes,
quote the price, or ask what a book (as you know) there is no way, until etc.
price is, ahead of time?
you make the right stops beforeA student might find a course
KEATON: Certainly! We do hand, to be sure the red tape is in time change where t~ey had to buy
that ~II the time, ifwe have time, at place for book buying.
two different books because they
all. That is something that is stanOne thing I would like to say is lost the receipt, wrote their name in
dard for us to do, but I won't say that that any time a student is confused- the flyleaf, etc. and are Rot able to
we can do it all the time, when the -any time there's a problem--that get a refund. So,we constantly talk
they come and talk to me, person- to the.faculty about this.
place is swamped.
THOMSON: Anotherbigques- ally. I try to stay free from the cash
THOMSON: How about this
tion the students ask is this: "Is the registers when we're busy so that I one: the repeat editions with few,
Book Store a profit business for can be here to answer questions and . changes. A student buys an highprofit?" Isita facility of the Univer- help with special circumstances. I priced text as a new edition, sets the
would hope that is all that they would last and newer edition side-by-side
sity?
KEATON: We are owned by need to do, because we try to pre- and says, "I see no really new conthe University. We work undertheir vent problems.
tent, and the price jumped $15 dolguidelines, procedures; policies. We
THOMSON: What about book lars! This book business isa racket!"
are only here to provide a service.
lists? Is there anything you would What• s your answer to that?
Now, I won't say that we don't like to say, in defense of the book
KEA TON: Jim, that comes from
make a profit. You don't run a store, about filling shelf book lists the publisher's price and there's
nothing that we can do or say, other
business without a yield, if we do so that they are up-to-date?
· KEATON: We are constantly than to try and find an entirely new
business well. But, we do not make
a big, private profit. I suspect some talking-to faculty and try to order the binding at the lower price. Faculty
think I drive a big car and all! I work books called for by every course. can't always accept a substitution.
for the University, the same as any We constantly communicate with We have to stay with them, on that.
them every quarter, trying to keep · There's really nothing I can say on
staffer.
THOMSON: Would you have up with them to set up a smoother tJtat, because it's beyond our conany tips for the students, so that they procedure so the books will be on trol.
may avoid book-buying snags?
the shelves when the students come
Let me say this, though: it probKEA TON: I wish that we-could in.
ably drives us crazier than it does the
prevent all those problems, Jim, but
Many factors figure into the students, trying to keep up with it.
. . - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - - , - - - - - - . - - - - - , So, we don't like the constant
cha nges.either. W~can'tbuygood
used books when there's a chance
l..,i; hH . ~'"":; i i,JS I.\ (//1 1111erManystudentsareattendingon,1 Lhcre might be a change. A110, we
view wilh Dr. DavidCreainer, Vice- P.E.L.S./OIG grant package. We have to be constantly trying to secPresidento/BusinessAflairs, which have trouble nearly every quarter, at ond-guess the publisher or a faculty
heads the Bursar's Office.
the last minute, getting our "yes'' member to order books.
THOMSON: Dr. Crea~r, I'm worksheetbackandinplace. SomeTHOMSON: Then, really, this
from The Chronicle. I would1ike to times we find the money is charged is really a question for faculty: is it
afford you this chance to respond to to the wrong quarter, or is otherwise really urgent to require a new edition
some students' concerns abouido- snagged. Why is this? And how can for a real reason, for example?
ing business with the Bursar's Of. it be prevented?
KEATON:Yes,oftenthecourse
fice.
CREAMER: I'm glad this came really calls for the new edition, beCREAMER: Certainly. That's up. Staffers who handle bursar's causetheoldtexthasn'tthecontent,
what we're here for, to help, not business try to check on the process, or can't be ordered yet again.
hassle, the students in financial mat- but they don't know, until basically
We are ttyJng one solution with
ters.
the same time as you, that there may faculty. There isa new printing conTHOMSON:First, let me thank be a problem (unlessthey'vedonea cept called "custom publishing".
you and your people for helping tne verification of where it stands in the This means that the teacher or facadjust my own financial red tape last DepartmentofEducation 's process). ulty text people can call for a bindtime! I would have had to drop out,
You're right in making a key ing made up of select chapter conmyself.
See Ci-eamti!r next page tent;justwhatthecourseneeds. The
'.===========================, rest is set aside and you only pay for
content that can be used, in the new
textbook. Other ideas a re being discussed all the time.
THOMSON: If students can't
afford the books, they are some-·
times advised to look elsewhere such
as Campus Ministries or The Connection. Do you resent the competition? Would you admit that there are
cheaper sources on some books and
advise students to go there?
KEATON: We don't mind at
all. In fact, if we don't have the book
or know the student can't afford the
Contact Bob Young,
book, we, ourselves, may suggest
that they try the Campus Ministries
Cafeteria Manager in the
store or other likely sources! We're
not a private, profiteering concestJ°:iversity Center
sion, here! We're here to get the

A look at the Bursar's Office

§§U a=ood §ervice
COD1Rlittee

Want to make input to· the
running of the Bear's Den, SSU's
Cafeteria?

L-------------------------
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students into class with the books.
lt behooves us to help in any way
we can, so they can come here for the
books they can afford, here, the
books that cannot be obtained elsewhere.
THOMSON: I have a confession. I apologize for an incident I
will now cite as a question in point:
I returned a music book which was
s_hort a pocket insert in the back and
created a minor scene because I had
missed a class because of it. I apologize.
But,, by the way, how can students avoid selecting a wrong book
or an incomplete book that cannot
be returned. I advise friends to check
all books carefully, no matter where
they buy ,-because they should know
best, what to look for. Do you have
any tips on this?
KEATON: Yes, we might post
some warning signs, or something,
to remind new students to be alert
and cooperative picking books and
to understand our exchange and refund policies. Your apology is accepted! I'm sure the staff and I wish
to be very understanding and have a
"thick skin" about complaints!
THOMSON: Long lines are a
big gripe. I've timed them.
KEATON: Yes, Jim, I try to
time them, myself. And, there's not
a loL more we can do wllh lh1s. We
try to keep all cash registers open,
but we're budgeted short on staff
this time. Things will be that much
worse. But, we streamline the computer systems and inventory details
as much as possible.
THOMSON: Some ideas occur, there. I might suggest bankteller split lines, and maybe students
should come better prepared with
their paperwork a little tighter and
their cash register details in place
before they get in line. Do you have
tips?
KEATON: Oh, you have some
good ideas!
THOMSON: Should students
be aware of necessary·Book Store
logistics problems, such as stock
boxes in the floor, heavy security
presence, and unavoidable crowding?
KEATON: As far as boxes; shipments coming in. Thatmaybea little
confusing. You may want a book
from a-box. People shouldn't do that
until they are computerized and
priced for the shelf! This necessary
inventory work has to be done before the book is shelved.
Every cashier should have a set
price to pulf up for a book, if they
give us time to keep up with restocking and details. Only select
books from the marked shelves. The
books- have to be checked in and
entered into the computer.
THOMSON: Students get im-

patient with these details?
MS. KEATON: Yes, they want
to pull the new books from the inbound boxes on the floor. They
shouldn't. so we can mark and price
them. That will stop you at the regis-

ter.

THOMSON: If a student goes
into class on "day one" of the quarter, and the syllabus text isn't available yet, or there is some other exception, can this be adjusted with the
teacher and the bookstore in trying
to order the book or agree on adjustment?
·
Should they expect no penalty, if
they stay with the teacher and the
supplier on the adjustment?
KEATON: Yes. We work with
the teaching staff, of course.
THOMSON: Too, I suppose,
department chairs, teachers, and faculty departments have ineut in the
·equation, don't they?
KEATON: Yes, sometimes
there are last-minute book list
changes by faculty for a reason. In
supply problems and syllabus guidelines, we sometimes see the procedure we call "adoption", where an
acceptable text might be substituted,
if available.
THOMSON: Perhaps students
should check with experienced students in their major, in "learning the
ropes" ". CalllllC) UU:>l lllC Uool\ ;'.)LOI~
for advice?
KEATON: Certainly! We're
here to answer any reasonable question. I don't know why some seem to
think we' re here to deliberately mislead them, or something. If we're
given straight details, we will do the
best never to mislead anyone, and
will gladly advise as best we can. I
can't think of anyone, on campus,
who would knowingly mislead a student to any purpose.
THOMSON: What should the
students keep in mind when they are
·checking books to sell or buy them
as used books, themselves, through
the store.
KEATON: Yes, when we first
opened the store to students' used
·books, we were a little naive, I suppose. We've found that we and the
customer must look for flaws and we
can't always pay· what the owner
might expect. We found we can't
check every page of every book. We
quickly found out that, in most cases,
when a study guide or book pocket
items missing, students may offer
incomplete workbooks, and we cut
them out. Math workbooks have always been a problem. So, the student
selling or buying books must use
common-sense discretion in offering a book or selecting a used book.
THOMSON: I see. Thanks for
letting us "pick" on you a little, on
behalf of the students.
KEATON: That's what we're
, here for!

.
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struction that has taken place the
past few years."
According to the University,
" Beingabletotakepossessionofthe
physical education link and lower
enrollments state-wide will benefit
Shawnee State University by approximately $200,000. Further, a
state-wide change in the way space
is figured and paid for (on a square
footage rather than enrollment basis) means an additional $150,000"
Creamerexplained, "Normally,
these issues would have been resolved during the subsidy consul tations conducted by the Ohio Board
of Regents business staff prior to
each biennium but I was not with the
University at that Time these occurredandproblemsdidnotgetdetected until our space reports were
beingsubmittedinNovember."
Creamer also cited, "Our subsidy was higher than expected because our reports, that estimate the
number ofFTE [Full-Time Equivalents] we expect to receive reimbursement on, understated our FTE
by about 89 FTE. The University
stated, " ...a re-evaluationoffull-time
students may add a net additional
$250,000 back into net revenues."
SSU President Dr. Clive Veri
feels that the financial situation of
Shawnee State University is still

unclear and needs to have many of
the representative bodies of the Universityto review the data. Veri stated,
"With the original income shortfall
due to a decline in enrollments last
Fall quarter, and in the absence of a
University-wide reserveaccount,we
still have work todo in balancing the
FY-94 budget. We are somewhere
from $0 to $400,000 out of sync,
with our best estimate being around
$200,000. 1 hopethatthecostcenter
directorswhodohavecontrolofthe
reserve funds will be able to assist in
the balancing of the budget.
And I am interested, ofcourse, in
getting a recommendation from the
Fiscal Affairs Committee of the
UniversitySenateregardinghowour
expense budget can be cut in the
event that reserves cannot be used to
handletheincomeshortfall."
Veri feels that the University will
not experience the mid-fiscal year
cuts that have hurt her in the past. He
stated, "I understand that the State's
income fund is performing better
than projected. As a result, I do not
expect SSU to experience a midfiscal year budget cut for the fourth
year in a row. We have had our state
appropriationsreduced3.0, 4.0, and
10.5 percent during the past three
years.
"We are, naturally, looking at

Winter Quarter enrollments to see if
our current income projections are
accurate. With fingers crossed, enrollments seem to be on target with
our revised income projections, but
our numbers will still be lower than
last year at this time by somewhere
around 300 students. This reduced
number will, ofcourse, have a negative impact on our 1994 Fall enrollments and beyond unless we improve our retention
rate
considerably."
Creamer also was hesitant io
say that the University was out of
financial problems. Creamer told
The Chronicle, "Most of the news
was better than expected regarding
our subsidy. However, our tuition
revenuesarefallingsomewhatshort
ofmy initial projections, largely due
to more collection problems and
withdrawals than initially projected.
At this point, it appears that the
problem is confined to the Fall term
and will not affect the Winter and
Springprojectionswhichwouldhold
the shortfall at the $200,00 or less
level. But I won't have a more firm
idea until after the 14th day drops
occur." If collections are not realized the University may lose
$50,000, according to Creamer.
Currently, SSU student enrollmcnttrcndsareapparcntlysmularto

those of Fall Quarter with an apThecu~ntestimatedcutsareas
proximate 8.9 percent decrease in follows: Executive Affairs (2. 5%)
Winter Quarter over last year, ac- • $16,313; Academic Affairs (65.3%)
cording to Dr. Steve Midkiff, SSU $426,082; Student Affairs (8.6%)
Registrar. Midkiff told The $56,115, and Business Affairs
Chronicle that final figures would (23 .6%) $153,990.
not be in until after the end of Late
Student Affairs and Auxiliaries
Registration January 12.
were cut, overall, $128,000. The cuts
Fall Quarter, the University was are broken down as follows: The
down 324 students and was down University Center was cut 18 per8.9 from the previous year. How- cent or $23,040; Athletics 56 perever, enrollment was down state- centor$71 ,680; theJamesA. Rhodes
wide 2.6 percent which translates Sports Center was cut 18 percent
into 6,942 students.
$23,040; and Student OrganizatiOfls
Creamer stated, "The increased 8 percent or S10,240. .
subsidy has shielded our problems
According to Dr. Paul Crabtree,
this year somewhat, but we have to Vice-President of Student Affairs
be concerned about future fiscal " ... student organizations, as well as
yearsbecausethelowerenrolfments theUniversityCenter, Athletics,and
are continuing as expected for the the Sports Center are funded from
Winter term. The University has a the Agency and Auxiliary Budget
lotoffinancialproblemsandlower which is funded from the student
enrollments are only going to com- general fee and based on enrollment.
pound these problems.
"The projected shortfall has not
I have not received a final num- been helped in this budget and, in
ber from the OBR but I expect our fact, may be worse. 1 projected a IO
final subsidy, excluding academic percent decrease in Winter Quarter
challenge funds for specific aca- in making the cuts a nd hoped enrolldemic programs, will be about ment would improve Winter Quar$7,520,000."
ter.
Funding ofstudent organizations
"This has not happened. At the
present time, we are above the IO
will not be affected by the increased percent dc;crease. I could be in a
monies. Thecutsasproposedforthe situation of making more cuts in
organizations and athletics will still these areas. 1 will know more after
occur.
the 14th day of the qua_rtcr:·

point: "Dothepaperworkcarefully!" ·
Students find out the hard way that a
very minor thing can be important.
For e~mple, they -often think, because they' re not eligible for PELS,
they shouldn 't file the PELS paperwork for a given quarter. In some
quarters, other loans may require
that they file the PELS paperwork,
anyway, because other agencies
sometimes use the PE~S forms as
their data source.
THOMSON: Ah! Alternate
funding may require that the PELS
forms flow first?
CREAMER: Yes, procedurally,
it's understandable why students
make mistakes and get frustrated,
because the process is complicated.
It is not simple. Yet, failing to do it
exactly right leads to the fact that

you' re not going to have your money
here when you expected, whichgets
you into bill-paying proolems.
Now, what I can offer, is that,
starting this year, we ' re trying to
help out the students who are having
difficulty with their aid in filling out
their paperwork so that they may
enter class until the fees trouble is
adjusted.
THOMSON: Yes, this quarter I
was able to arrange an adjustment
extension on my balance long enough
to start on time, then catch up the
total a little later.
CREAMER: Anotherthingthat
the studetlls don't do is this: when
they've got a "due" day coming up,
and there is a problem with the is
thing, the best thing to do is to come
and talk to us. I think that, if they

would (now that we have ways to
make adjustments), we will try to
find some way to work things out
with them.
THOMSON: Yes, that has
happened to me twice. Once, it
was my own fault, because I didn ' t
allow enough time for PELS forms
to recirculate twice, and another
time it was a reasonable school
mixup. I came in and asked for
" grace" on payment. Both times,
an adjustment was worked out ·in
time for me to start school. I appreciated the help.
CREAMER: Yes, with such
problems, we try and not have to
hold a student's funds and cause
the student not to start on time
until the paperwork runs and the
funds get here, rather than to have

you have another funding source,
you 're going to have to drop out!"
It's no.t in their interest; and I don't
think it's in the institution ' s in_terest.
We try and be very flexible, but
we can't help anyone who doesn't
come in and talk to us.
THOMSON: So, if it's a reasonable error, most anything can be
adjusted. Is that right?
CREAMER: Errors have been
made. The main thing is, again: if
you come in and follow through, you
can expect that our people will run
things down to explain to the student
why they, currently, do not have
funds available to them.
THOMSON: I hate to admit it,
but I am a "problem student" with
red tape messes! I was the first

person had been altered using correction fluid.
According to Judge Harcha, whO
issued the warrants, the only reason
correction fluid had been used on
the forms is because no blank forms
were available at that time, and the
only way to make a blank form, was
to create one using existing or used
forms.
According to the Times report,
"copies of the warrants provided to
The Daily Times by Welton appear
to contain several discrepancies in-

eluding blank spaces for property to
be seized and incorrect names."
Welton-contends that the $823
in marked bills that had been given
to him were not upon his person at
the time of the arrest. He states that
he had placed the money in an envelope and placed the envelope in the
mailbox ofDr. David Creamer.
At the time The Chronicle went
to press, no decision had been made
concerning Kegly's motion to suppress initial statements made by
Welton.

Creamer continued fr-om 13 - - - - - - - - - - -to- - - - - - - - - - -of - the
- -new
tell the student, "Whoa! Unless customer

Welton continued from I_______

for a preliminary hearing in August
of last year, has filed motions to
suppress Welton's original written
statements, saying that tliteats by the
arresting officers led to those false
statements by Welton.
In an interview with The Portsmouth Dai(v Times, Welton said that
fear for his life and those of his
family forced him to flee the area
after the initial arrest.
Welton also complained that
· parts of the search warrant issued
against Welton's van, office and

Ombudsperson's Office with a
minor book-buying problem. Yet,
each quarter, things seem to run a
little smoother, if I get the paperwork right. The three key desks at ·
registration time (registrar, bursar,
and book store) have been most
helpful.
. CREAMER: Have you tried to
work these things out with the people
concerned?
THOMSON: Yes.
CREAMER: There are thorny
problems that come up. Our objective is to figure out how to solve
these, rather than to say, "You don't
have the Rtoney: tough!"
THOMSON:Yes,inmostcases,
people are more helpful when I try to
cooperate fully.

The Office of Career and Counseling Services
now offers
Resume Service to SSU students.

The service uses Resume Expert System software to professionally .typeset
reusmes.
Students resume will be placed ina nationwide database used by employors
searching for job candidates.

For further details contact the office of Counseling and
Career Services in the First Floor of Commons or phone
355-2213
The Resume Expert software is available at the University
Bookstore for $27.00.
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Photo highlights of the SSU Basketball Classic
(At left)
Annie Mains
(12) makes a
layup against
Marian College
in the Bear's
second game of
the SSU
Women's Clas-.
sic.

(At Right)
Jenni Wessel
scored her
l~OOOth point
during SSJ]'s
game against
West Virginia
Tech~ She isPre ent d wHh
.a game b.aJI b
Head Coach

Robin-HagenSmith.

(Above) Darllus Wllll•ms put.s up • hut in the lAn
during the first half ur the Bears npenln~-ruu.ttd
game against Lindsey Wilson
ol e-ge.

- '\_

(At Left)
The S&U Bear leads
the Golden Bears in
a Cheer for the
Home Team.

H-e ,:Jaseball ea.rd Shop
(House or elocks) .
.
839 t:Cent:h St:ree't
Y.,ort:sw,.out:h, Ohio 45662
}UolN has available

yj:e 1.slc.et:ball eards and Supplies

<;jood .Cuck. SSU yja.sketba.ll creams
in t:he eon,erence Pla.11offsl
'Ch.a.no for flONr suppol"-e, rJlll and St'•ve
(Abu e Tr.a
Merry runs back an defensjl!I art r
.sJnklns.: two J"r
t'hruws whkll -ended up putting
th SSU. Clil.s le hamplon.s ·· Ip Game lhl• ov•r0.m.

"Home al ~h• ff•roes"

The University Chronicle
Bears survive close game

by Martin Poston
uc Entertainment Editor
In the second game of the Bears'
doubleheader against Rio Grande,
the men's team stayed with the
Redmen early. However, Rio shot
slightly better from the floor and
dominated late in the first half. The
Bears went
into the locker
room at the
break behind
by eight.
It didn't
take the Bears
too long to
bounce back,
though. SSU
shot 60 percent from the
field in the second half to
Rio's 42 percent.
The
teams stayed
even through
the rest of the

basket with two seconds remaining
to provide the final margin in the
contest, 96-94.
•
The Bears were led by Darius
Williams and Randall Pennington
with 26 and 23 points, respectively.
'Merry added 15 to help the cause.

Sport
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SStJ Bears womens' team break .500

by Tom Davi,

uc Sports Editor

Saturday afternoon the Shawnee
Women advanced one game over
.500 to go to 6-5 overall and 2-0 in
the MOC. Their 77-75 victory over
the Rio Grande Redwomen was a
nail-biter to the end.
•

at

ten minutes to put the Be.ars up
halftime 44-38. Of the 44, tile duo
accounted for 32 of those points.
Inthesecondhalf,theBeatswent
up by as much as I 3 points with
strong rebounding and dutch baskets. The Redwomen still had some .

withtwoof'Lori Hamiho ·s28polnts

to make it a two point game aga.111,

15-73

With 7 seconds reiruiining ·n
the game Tiffany Clayton sank
two free throws to seal the game.
· Robin Bugg had 26 pomts
while Jenni Wessel had 16 points
S was
haw
n e e fight
and made stretch
a strongto94lrun
State
behind
in oneleft
two-minute
pull to and (a Shawnee siogle._gamc
in the first halfby within four points at 73-69 with record) 19 reboW1ds. Aruue Mains
as many as 13 I :30 to go. After a Bear missed the added l l points as Molly in 11
points, but Robin first free throw of a one-and-one, and Cathy Riggs contributed 8
Bugg and Jenni Stacey Ritter drilled a two-pointer points each off the bench.
. .··.
The . Bears out-rebounded
Wessel put on a to creep to within two points of the
clinic. Inside Bears, 73-71.
·
Redwomen 48-43. They made 28 of.
work and reWith 22 seconds left, the Bears• 69 shots from the field for 41 per~·
bounding by the Anne Mains sunk two free throws to cent and were 81 percent from the
duospurreda33- putShawneebackupbyfour, 75-71. free throw line with .I7 of2 h
14 spurt in the last
The Red women came right back
Rio Grande was held t023 of75
field goal attempts
for 31 percent Th ·
were 27 of 42 fi om
the line for 64 per•
cent.
Robin Bugg, 6-0 ruoroemcr
Harrodsburg, KY
has been named
game, until
nt tl!
G ran d~
MOC basketball
Travis Merry
pcrat:io n try misses and fik-s oin of bounds
player of the week.
drove to the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In men's news,
Randall Pennington,
Media Coverage
6-4 junior forward
from South
and
has also been named
R hl n 11 •~ and the Bears bench cross their finPolitical Campaigns
MOC player of the
• rs as Tlf(IHl '.'i' Clayton Shoots from the foul line.
A public forum to be held in Shawnee Stat~ University's Flohr Lecture Hall
Cla l n 's shots sealed the Bear's 77-75
ct
week.

-,~-;-=-=~~-i-.~--;;-;~~--~-i-i~i-,-_-_-:_-_-=:~---_-:_-:_-_-_-_-:,_-_-:,.-_-_-_-:_-~;l-

on Monday January 17, 1994
beginning at 7:30 pm

Featured Panelists Include:
Ken Parks, The Portsmouth Daily Times
Jason Lovins, The Community Common
........£"•'--'""I

LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY

STREET

, OH 45662-4344

Sam McKibbin, WNXT Radio
Frank Lewis, WP AY Radio
Virginia Purdy, WRAC Radio
and
from Huntington, WV
Kurt Jefferson, WSAZ, TV

Moderating the panel discussion:

Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis, Ph.D.
SSU Associate Professor of Political Science
The public is encouraged to attend and participate in a discus..
sion on:
Americans who want to be informed voters may consider media coverage of campaigns and political candidate.s superficial
given the media's emphasis on:
- Drama over depth
- human interest over social significanc.e
- personalities over issues
- trivia reporting over perceptive analysis
- Images over realities.

Sponsored b·y The League of Women Voters of Portsmouth

the

from

SSU Bears

Basketball Doubleheader
at the James A. Rhodes Athletic Center
Tuesday the I I th
SSU vs CedarvUle CollegeWomen 5pm Men 7:30pm
Tuesday the 18th
SSU vs Ohio Dominican College
Women Sp~ Men 7:3~ pm
Other games
Thurs. 13th Men at Home vs :Cincinnati Bible Colt 7:30pm
Sat. 15th - Urbana 3:30pm
Thurs. 13th Women away at Campbellsville Coll. S: I 5pm
Sat. I 5th - Urbana 2pm

